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Foreword from the Principal, 
Maighréad Mhic Domhnaill

I hope you find great joy in reading our Centenary Booklet. May you enjoy 
reading through the history of our school and revisiting some of the stand 
out moments. May the words and photographs spark happy memories and 
allow you to reminisce over past times and past friendships.

My office for the past decade has been situated in the drawing room of the 
original Seamount House looking out over the bay. I would like to honour 
the philanthropy of the Mc Nally family in gifting Seamount House to the 
Sisters of Mercy to open the school. The many encounters that happen 
every day in this beautiful room remind us of how deeply indebted we 
are to them; talking to students, collaborations with staff, meetings with 
parents, and working with our community.

Our lives are shaped by the people we meet along the way and in particular 
by those we meet on our journey through school. We are very grateful 
to the Sisters of Mercy and their vision for a day school and a boarding 
school for the young girls of Kinvara and surrounding areas.

After over 80 years of dedicated service the tenure of the Sisters of Mercy 
came to an end. We are grateful to Bishop Drennan of the Diocese of 
Galway, Kilmacduagh and Kilfenora for taking on the patronage of the 
school. This commitment and support facilitated the change to a co-
educational school and ensured the retention of secondary education in 
Kinvara.

Our Centenary celebration is a cause for great happiness. We are bonded 
by being part of the history of Seamount College. We hope that our 
Centenary event will re-awaken old acquaintances and bring people 
together again. May that sense of belonging and community continue to 
sustain all who have lived, worked and learned under its roof.

Maighréad Mhic Dhomhnaill
Principal
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Foreword from Fr Hugh Clifford
The motto of Seamount College, Ave Stella Maris, ‘Hail, Star of the Sea’ 
greets Our Lady with one of the titles that Catholic devotion has long given 
to her. It beautifully reflects the location of the school overlooking the 
sea. Seamount College also overlooks Kinvara, like a star shining light on 
Kinvara, Ballinderreen, and the surrounding hinterland. Even if one were not 
to look up at the school on the hill, it would be impossible to be unaware 
of Seamount at those times of day when the students pour out from the 
school in their uniforms.

On the occasion of the centenary celebrations of Seamount College, I 
want to congratulate the whole College community, past and present, 
on this milestone, and acknowledge the importance of Seamount to 
the parishes here. For decades, many girls from this area and beyond 
benefitted from the fine work of the Mercy Sisters and their colleagues on 
staff. Great credit is due to those who worked hard to ensure Seamount’s 
survival, when its future looked uncertain. In recent years, boys from the 
area also benefit from a Seamount education, with the school now under 
the patronage of the Bishop of our Diocese of Galway, Kilmacduagh and 
Kilfenora. The current students of Seamount are the future of our parishes. 
May they grow in their love and discipleship of Jesus in these years, and 
come to play their full part in family, Church, and society. Pope Francis calls 
on us to be ‘missionary disciples’. May Seamount equip the disciples of the 
future to live like Jesus and spread his message of love.

Congratulations today to everybody who is part of Seamount: to the 
Principal, Maighréad Mhic Dhomhnaill, on her inspirational leadership and 
goodness to all; to the teachers who give so much to the students and are 
role models to them; to the members of the school staff who facilitate the 
smooth running and happy atmosphere of the school; to past teachers 
and staff too; to the members of the Board of Management who provide 
wise direction; to the parents, whose love sustains the students; to the 
Parents Council and the Past Pupils Union, such dedicated supporters of 
Seamount; and of course to the current generation of students, so vibrant 
with talent, enthusiasm and potential.

As Seamount enters its second century, and lovely new modern buildings 
are added to the College that overlooks Kinvara, I hope that the parish and 
the school, in all our overlapping dimensions, can mutually enrich each 
other in ever new ways. And may our Blessed Mother continue to watch 
over Seamount, over Kinvara Bay and this whole area: Mary, Star of the 
Sea, pray for us.

Fr Hugh Clifford P.P.

The History of Seamount House
Former principal Maura Crowe recounts how Seamount House passed into the 
hands of the Sisters of Mercy, and how the Sisters developed the house into the 
thriving school it is today.

When Mrs.Elizabeth Nally inherited Seamount House 
from her father, Dr. Denis J. Hynes, it was her secret 
wish to leave Seamount House and its surrounding 
land to the Sisters of Mercy, Kinvara. She feared for the 
safety of the house during the War of Independence, 
and when the Civil War broke out she spoke to the 
Sisters around September 12th, 1921 about her wish. 
The Bishop of Galway, Most Reverend Dr. O’ Dea was 
informed and gave all the necessary permissions. 
Seamount House, with its surrounding five and a half 
acres was a magnificent gift.Chapel furnishings from 
the recently closed hospital in Gort were sent to the 
new convent about to be opened in Seamount House.

The Sisters were advised to put Seamount House 
to some use immediately as the political situation 
was so unstable at the time. Both sides in the Civil 
War had occupied the house as it suited. The Sisters 
discussed various projects but it was finally decided, 
with the Bishop’s permission, to begin a small school in 
connection with the Convent primary school in KInvara.

When the sisters went into residence the old surgery 
was fitted out as a small oratory and two large rooms 
were fitted out as dormitories. On the feast of Our Lady 
of Mercy, September 24th, 1922 the school opened to a 
small group of a dozen girls.The younger girls were placed 
in the junior classes of St. Joseph’s Primary School. 
Those who were more advanced were accommodated 
in a separate classroom in St Joseph’s Convent and the 
pupils of the seventh standard, all Kinvara girls, joined 
them.It was decided that this group would prepare for 
the Junior Grade of the Old Intermediate programme. 
A small commercial class provided for girls wishing to 
follow a commercial course. In June 1924 a small group 
successfully sat for the Junior Grade.

The first attempts at extension and improvement 
began in 1923 and 1924. By 1924 the number of pupils 
had increased somewhat. Following a department 

Drawing of Seamount House by Fiona Byrne, Fifth Year

inspection in 1925 it was proposed that the school 
be registered under the Secondary Department of 
Education. The Sisters, although concerned about 
the financial implications, accepted. The school 
transitioned from a Seventh Standard Primary School 
to a First Year Intermediate School and full recognition 
was granted for the year 1926- 1927. The pupils were 
divided into junior and middle grades for the Bishop’s 
Christian Doctrine written exams. The only other 
secondary schools the girls could have attended were 
in Galway city, Ennis or Loughrea.

The Sisters decided to give all classes in Seamount 
from 1926, and to provide full accommodation in the 
College for boarders.The younger pupils continued to 
attend their various classes at the Convent Primary 
School. Shortly afterwards a Junior Boarding School 
was opened at St. Joseph’s Convent. The secondary 
school was now known as Seamount College, the name 
Seamount being retained in grateful remembrance 
of Mrs Nally. In 1926 a large barn was fitted out as a 
classroom and the coach house as a recreation room. 
The first of many school concerts  ‘Caitlin Ni Houllihan’ 
by WB Yeats took place in these rooms, with Mrs Nally in 
attendance as an honoured guest.
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It was decided that in Seamount the Intermediate 
Certificate would be taken after two years, Matriculation 
after three years, and the Leaving Cert. after four years. 
In 1927 the sisters moved the oratory to the large 
parlour to the left of Seamount entrance, which was 
large enough to accommodate the boarders and three 
or four Sisters. The old oratory was used as a sacristy, 
parlour, breakfast room and music room until Seamount 
was extended further. From 1930 onwards the National 
University of Ireland allowed Seamount to have a 
Matriculation Centre, providing they had ten candidates.

In 1929 a secondary school inspector, Micheal 
Breathnach, noted the proficiency of the students 
in Irish, and as a result recommended that maths, 
history, geography and art be taught through Irish. 
The Department gave a grant towards the teaching 
of subjects through Irish which was used to further 
improve the school. All subjects were taught through 
Irish from 1930. The students responded positively to 
the teaching through Irish, and the school enlisted the 
help of a local Gaeilgeoir, Tom Connolly, and later Mrs 
Quinn from Doorus to help with spoken Irish classes.
The school made its first ever pilgrimage to Lordes 
and Lisieux at Easter 1929. Approximately fifteen 
girls made the trip, including Jeannie O’ Dea, Kathleen 
Quinn, Claire Johnston, Bridie Fitzgerald and Kathleen 
Lynch. There were 42 students on the roll for the 
school year 1929- 1930 which precipitated the need 
for a further extension. A long row of out-offices 
were turned into three classrooms and two music 
rooms. A long, spacious tiled ambulatory was added 
as frontage to the new rooms. This ambulatory was 
used as a recreation hall after classes. The highlight of 
this extension was the installment of Seamounts own 
electric plant and the turning on of electric light in all of 
Seamount College on the Feast of Our Lady of Lourdes, 
1931. The parish priest of Kinvara, Rev. Canon Fahy 
had to drive all the way to the Loretto Convent, Cavan 
in severe January weather to purchase the electric 
plant. The school joined the ESB on its coming to 
Kinvara in 1941.

Further extension continued throughout the 1930s 
as the numbers continued to grow. A wood and iron 
chapel was added to the east of the new building, 
connected by a glass- roofed tiled passage, when 
the pupil numbers reached 45. A set of hand- painted 
stations were donated by the widow of the late William 
Brennan, St Louis, USA, and were erected in the new 
chapel. Another wood and iron building was erected 
when student numbers reached 61, containing a 
kitchen, a refectory and a classroom. The Christain 
Brothers’ Boys in Salthill supplied 16 dining room 
tables for the new refectory.

As the numbers increased to 90 a more substantial 
extension became necessary. A three storey building, 
costing approximately £22,000, was ready for use by 
September 1938.The money had been borrowed from 
the National Bank, and the people of Kinvara responded 
generously to fundraising for the building fund. On the 
opening day Rev. Canon Fahy said mass and blessed 
the entire building.

The Seamount Sisters established a link between the 
school and the Red Cross society on the advice of 
the new PP, Rev. Fr. Michael Garrahy. The girls were 
enthusiastic about the project and six French girls 
ranging in age from 10- 16 years came to Seamount 
from Paris. The Red Cross paid for their board and 
tuition. The close tie between Seamount and the 
Red Cross continued, and the Bishop of Galway 
acknowledged the students’ hard work by awarding 
them with two free days on the 17th and 18th 
October, 1957.

Work began on another extension in 1952. Included 
in this extension were  a chapel, and the first science 
lab.The work cost £36,000. The stations of the cross 
were erected in the new chapel, as was a pipe organ, 
gifted to the school by Mrs T Corless and her sister 
Miss B. Bruen. The building- Marian House- was 
opened on August 14th, 1954, with Dept of Education 
representative Micheal Breathnach in attendance, as 
well as the late Christina Nally, Elizabeth Nally’s niece.
So it was that Seamount grew from small and humble 
beginnings. The first principal of the school was Sr. 
M Ignatius O’ Connell. She was succeeded by Sr. M 
Finbarr Keane; Sr. M. Stansislaus O’ Donohue; Sr. 
M Michael Clune; Sr M Sacred Heart Minihan; Sr M 
Bernard Crowe, Sr Laurence Treacy, Eileen Mulkerrrins, 
Maighread Mhic Dhomhnaill.

The late sixties and early seventies saw Seamount 
College struggle to free itself from the danger of 
closure which threatened small schools in rural Ireland. 
However, the voice of the people of Kinvara was loud 
in favour of keeping their post- primary school and so 
Seamount College continued to function. 

Rescuing Seamount
The Road to saving the School 
by John Britton

In October 2006, at the height of the Celtic Tiger 
housing boom, and just days before the term 
of office of the then-Board of Management of 
Seamount College concluded, the school Trustees 
in the Mercy Order announced that they had 
decided to close the school by June 2010. They 
would not allow the newly elected incoming board 
members to take office. It was announced that a 
manager would replace the board for the purpose 
of overseeing closure within 3½ years. The Trustees 
also announced that there would be no intake of 
first-year students in September 2007. The reason 
provided by the Trustees was that in their view there 
were insufficient numbers attending the school. In 
October 2006, Seamount was an all-girls school; 
there were 243 girls attending. This number was 
actually rising at that time. 

It was immediately apparent that the threat of closure 
of Seamount would affect many people beyond the 
students, teachers and parents� Seamount had been 
an integral part of the community and the wider 
parish of Kinvara, and indeed surrounding parishes, 
since 1922� Links between schoolmates also link 
their families and neighbours� Newcomers get to 
know both one another and the more-established 
families that have been in the area for generations� 
These links last for decades and help form a mesh 
reinforcing the fabric of the wider community� Closure 
of Seamount would have left a gaping hole in that 
wider community�

Immediately after the announcement, Seamount 
Parents’ Council organised public meetings with 
the strong support of students, parents, the school 
principal, teachers, past pupils, Kinvara Community 
Council, local businesses, and members of the wider 
community, to raise concerns and initiate a campaign 
to save Seamount. A campaign group was assembled 
and it was decided that it was essential to put the 
case for keeping Seamount open onto paper.

Crucially the campaign needed to prove that the 
Trustees were wrong in their assessment of the 
enrolment figures. Data was quickly collected from 
primary schools and from other sources. Statistical 
predictions on population growth, enrolment figures 
in both primary and secondary schools, and an 
assessment of the pros/cons of providing secondary 
education in Kinvara versus surrounding towns, were 
all consolidated into what was called at the time the 
“Blue Book”. 

This analysis concluded that due to rapid population 
growth, South Galway was in need of over 2000 
‘desks’ in secondary schools within a few years, and 
the wider South Galway area could ill afford the loss 
of a school� Importantly, the study also demonstrated 
that Seamount itself could grow substantially over 
time, and retaining Seamount would be essential to 
solving a looming second-level capacity issue in the 
wider South Galway area. This analysis was submitted 
to the Department of Education and Science and also 
to local and national politicians. 

Follow-up contact was made with all local politicians 
and through this a meeting was secured with Mary 
Hanafin, the then-Minister of Education. A small 
deputation of parents, supported by all the Galway East 
and Galway West TDs, met with Minister Hanafin on 
budget day, 6th December 2006. The parents’ team 
pressed the case for keeping Seamount open, working 
through the numbers presented in the Blue Book and 
explaining that it made no sense to close a school in 
a wider community with a rapidly growing population. 
The parents also explained how important Seamount 
was to the local community, as a link helping to tie 
families together in the wider community. The parents 
told the Minister in their view “Baile gan scoil, Baile gan 
anam”. At the time, the Minister’s response was that 
“buses would be provided to Gort”. The parents stated 
that in their opinion Gort Community School was a fine 
school, but adding the increasing numbers of Kinvara 
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To maintain the pressure, RESCUE and the school 
organised buses for a protest outside the Dáil to deliver 
the petition. This formed a very practical civics class 
for the students! 

Colour was added with blue light Gárda support in 
through the heavy traffic of Dublin city to ensure that 
the buses arrived on time. It’s nicer to have a blue 
flashing light in front of you rather than behind you! 
 

would cause a serious overcrowding problem well 
beyond the space that Gort had at the time. However, 
Minister Hanafin did not provide any reason for hope.

These were dark days� It looked as if Seamount 
might be doomed� Yet we were encouraged by school 
principal Eileen Mulkerrins’ belief that “good may yet 
come from this”� 

It was clear that the Parents’ Council needed to 
focus even more closely on “the numbers”. It was 
vital to prove to the Department of Education and the 
politicians that the population was growing, and the 
number of primary school pupils who would soon 
need secondary school places was also growing� We 
needed to build a watertight case�

That case would have several strands. 

We needed to collect and confirm data in the same way 
the Department itself should have been doing. 2006 
was a national census year, and the data available 
from the CSO proved vital. A sub-group of the Parents’ 
Council developed the Blue Book study; they gathered 
and analysed census and demographic data, planning 
application data, and historical and current enrolment 
data from both the catchment and the traditional 
feeder schools for Seamount College. Enrolment 
data at other second-level colleges in South Galway 
was also examined in thorough detail. With all of this, 
a picture of the population profile of the Seamount 
Catchment was built. 

We had to win the case in numbers on paper� We also 
had to win the case in the media: in the newspapers, 
on local radio, and even on national radio and 
television� Collecting numbers would have been of 
little value if nobody was listening to us� The publicity 
made politicians pay attention� Long hours were 
spent behind the scenes ensuring the spotlight was 
kept on the campaign� 

Another strand explored by the ASTI was the legality 
of the Trustees’ decision not to constitute the Board 
of Management. Yet another strand was the collection 
of a petition of over 11,000 signatures opposing the 
closing of the school. Both of these strands would also 
prove vital. 

In advance of the May 2007 national election, the 
campaign needed to use what political leverage was 
possible. Enda Kenny, then Leader of the Opposition, 
visited Seamount in January 2007. The opportunity 
was taken to present the case. Fine Gael committed to 
supporting Seamount. 

The Parents’ Council called a public meeting in 
February 2007. At that meeting, the social, economic 
and numerical imperatives for retaining Seamount 
were set out by the Parents’ Council to a large audience 
which included Noel Treacy TD, Ulick Burke TD, Paddy 
McHugh TD, Micheal Kitt TD and then-Councillor 
Ciaran Cannon. The politicians present assured us of 
their support, as did the wider community members in 
attendance. Good publicity was generated and it was 
clear to all that it would have been madness to close 
Seamount.

It was also clear that the campaign had to use that 
publicity to fight for our case to be heard. 

At this point, it was agreed by all that the campaign 
needed a formal umbrella group with nominees 
from the Parents’ Council, the parents’ nominees 
to the Board of Management, teachers and 
Kinvara Community Council, with full support 
from the Principal and past pupils� This led to the 
establishment of RESCUE (Retain Education at 
Seamount College United). RESCUE kept up the 
pressure� 

The case was boosted by a visit to the school of 
then-Tánaiste, Michael McDowell in March 2007. This 
helped enormously: saving Seamount was now the 
official policy of two political parties, Fine Gael and the 
PDs. In the run-up to the election, other parties came 
more fully on board. 

Upon arrival a lively atmosphere was provided by local 
Kinvara musicians playing traditional music by the 
gates of the Dáil. This was to be a lively protest but also 
a friendly protest. Friendly persuasion was more likely 
to help our case than a confrontational approach. 

The detail of the case was put directly to numerous 
senior politicians. 

6th Class Primary School children, interviewed for 
TV3, asked where would they go the school in six 
months’ time.

The combination of over 100 pupils and music, and 
the handing over of the petition of 11,111 signatures 
to Minister Brian Lenihan, attracted great media 
attention, and interviews on national television, 
further increasing the pressure on the Department 
and the Trustees to find a way out. 

In response to that pressure, the Department of 
Education announced on 24th April 2007 that 
they were putting together a Commission on 
School Accommodation in South Galway. In that 
announcement the Department of Education 
acknowledged that South Galway needed a new 
post-primary school� The department was now 
effectively accepting “the numbers”. Submissions to 
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that Commission were invited with a deadline of 
15th May, just a week before the General Election. 
RESCUE made a detailed submission, using the 
data that had been initially collected for the Blue 
Book, and providing further detailed information 
on planning permissions and travel distances and 
other vital reasons to keep Seamount open. The core 
message was that with a looming crisis in terms of 
school accommodation in South Galway, it made no 
sense to close Seamount.
 
RESCUE and The Parents’ Council continued to push 
for enrolment of incoming first years in September 
2007. Without such an intake, the school would be 
hanging by a thread. Even with political support, and 
even with a degree of support from the Department 
of Education, without the support of the Trustees the 
school would wither and die. 

Our PR team were frequently on Galway Bay FM and 
in the Connacht Tribune. The ASTI maintained legal 
pressure to reconstitute the Board of Management. 
We must also recognise that many individual Sisters 
of Mercy, particularly those that held Seamount dear, 
were not in support of the Trustees’ decision to close 
Seamount, and they quietly pressed the Trustees on 
this, both in direct conversations and through prayer. 
This moral support was invaluable. 

officials, they made it clear that they would not support 
a single-sex school of 300 or fewer students. Our 
only chance of survival would be as a co-educational 
school that would cater for the education of all children 
in the community� Transition to a full coeducation 
model was supported by the Parents’ Council, the 
Seamount teaching staff and the wider community, 
and was indeed supported in the RESCUE submission 
and also in the Seamount teachers’ submission to the 
Commission on School Accommodation�

The volunteers of RESCUE worked tirelessly to build 
the case for the retention of Seamount. The campaign 
continued both in the press and by quietly explaining 
the absolute necessity of keeping Seamount open 
to politicians and civil servants. This included a 
meeting with the chair of the Commission on School 
Accommodation, Mr. Frank Murray. The Commission’s 
report was published in January 2008. From RESCUE’s 
point of view, the key sentence in the findings of the 
report was that...

...“A co-educational post-primary school for circa 800 
students should be provided in the northern environs 
of Kinvara”� 

The Commission’s report also recognised the 
importance of the school to the Kinvara Community. 

This was exactly what RESCUE, incorporating teachers, 
parents, students and the wider community, had 
sought. The Department of Education had agreed with 

the recommendations of the RESCUE report. With this 
recommendation in place, the school was, at least in 
the short term, saved. It took another two years, to 
early 2010, to achieve the final result. The ownership of 
the school transferred from the Sisters of Mercy to the 
Departments of Education. Ms. Mulkerrins’ hope came 
true: good did indeed come from the crisis. Seamount 
has become an independent coeducational Catholic 
school, with the Bishop of Galway as Patron, and is 
thriving. 

The campaign had, out of necessity, focused on 
the numbers. Census data, planning applications, 
primary and post-primary enrolment numbers were all 
studied and counted. But the campaign relied more 
than anything on the combined support from the 
students, teachers and principal of Seamount, from 
individual Sisters of Mercy, from past pupils, from 
local businesses and the wider community, and from 
politicians� The campaign could never put numbers 
on that support, but the campaign could absolutely 
count on that support� 

As predicted, Seamount continues to grow. Thanks to 
funding from the Department of Education, the physical 
infrastructure has been substantially expanded with 
further expansion already planned. The school is now 
able to offer a wider range of subjects and is open to all 
children of the area. Schools are integrating influences, 
weaving connections and links through communities, 
and vital to those communities in ways that reach 
beyond the students, teachers and parents. 

The Trustees finally consented to reconstitute the 
Board of Management in July 2007. This was followed 
by a joint meeting between the Board of Management 
and the Mercy Trustees at their headquarters in 
Ballinasloe. At that meeting, it was put to the Trustees 
that their discussions of the previous October to close 
the school were based on out-of-date numbers. When 
the population growth and in particular the primary 
school enrolment figures were considered, closing the 
school made no sense. A few days later, the enrolment 
for September 2007 was secured, but only on condition 
that those enrolled had no right to expect the school 
to stay open beyond June 2010. The Trustees still 
planned to close the school in June 2010. 

Although the Trustees still planned to close the 
school, gaining first year intake had given Seamount 
a lifeline. This was our first chink of light and gave us 
confidence that Seamount could in fact survive. 

Seamount had been, since 1922, a girls-only school� 
This tradition was supported by many parents and 
members of the community� However, there were also 
many parents of boys who felt they should be able 
to educate their boys within their community as well� 
In all of our contact with politicians and Department 

Image courtesy of John Kelly, The Clare Champion.
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The Pope Francis Building
Seamount further benefited from significant 
investments in its student facilities, following its 
designation as a co- educational school and the 
resulting increase in student numbers.

The school was allocated funding for a new science 
room, computer room, technical graphics room, music 
room and two general classrooms. The Pope Francis 
building was officially opened by Ciaran Cannon, 
Minister for Training and Skills at the Department of 
Education and Skills and blessed by the patron, Bishop 
Drennan on 28th February, 2014.

The school grounds benefited with the development of 
two training pitches and the addition of a running track 
and ball wall in 2016.

 A further substantial extension was undertaken in 
2020 adding a new home economics room, staff room, 
and four general classrooms. A special ASD class for 
children with autism was also set up.

Students and staff moved into the new building in 
January and work continues on Phase 2 of our extension 
which will encompass six additional classrooms, a 
science lab, a technology room, a home economics room 
and an art room, while continuing to campaign for the 
addition of a Sports Hall to our campus.

Memories
As we prepared for our centenary 
celebrations we asked our past pupils 
to remember their school days and 
share some of their memories with us. 
Our alumni responded generously in 
providing memories and photographs, 
and over a number of memory pages 
we endeavour to share some snippets 
from our questionnaire to give a 
reflection of what our past pupils had 
to say!

We are very grateful to all those who took the time to 
respond, and in particular to the following past pupils 
whom we have quoted throughout our memory pages.

Painting by Killian Corless, Fifth Year

Fiona Baldwin (nee Corless) 1981- 1986, 
Mary Bermingham 1978- 1983,
AnneMarie Casserly (nee Connolly) 2002- 2007, 
Sheila Conneely 1960- 1964, 
Geraldine Connors 1973- 1978, 
Mary (Mai) Considine/ Maire Ni Consaidin 1943- 1947, 
Mary Curtin 1972- 1977, 
Frances Fawle 1962- 1967, 
Catherine (Cathy) Gaynor 1963- 1968, 
Mary Agnes Garry (nee Connolly) 1957- 1962, 
Laura Fahy  2001- 2006, 
Yvonne Greene
Scarlett Griffin 1991- 1996, 
Deirdre Johnston 1968- 1973, 
Finola Johnston 1970- 1975, 
Yolande Keane 1991- 1996, 
Caroline Keeny (nee Flaherty), 
Theresa Kelly 1982- 1986, 
Maura Lafferty 1944- 1949, 
Eilish Mac Mahon 1975- 1981,
Nicola Mc Cormack 1989- 1995, 
Sarah- Jane Mc Namara 1992- 1996, 
Lauren Moloney 2008- 2013, 
Eleanor Monahan 1972- 1973, 
Deirdre Mongan
Elaine Murphy 2004- 2009, 
Susan Murphy 1978- 1983, 
Eileen Mulkerrins 1958- 1963, 
Mary Mulkerrins (Purcell) 1954- 1959

Memories
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Made friends for life!! Great laughter. 
won loads of hockey tournaments. Loads 
of days off school because of matches. 

Cycling to school with Friends, Sr. Lawrence 
genuinely cared about us. I rarely got 

into trouble. I was never caught sneaking 
to the shop! Great teacher’s, fantastic 

environment, safe and cosy (only if you 
weren’t in one of the classrooms in the long 

corridor. they were Baltic)

I have fond memories of the teachers, 
mostly nuns then, though at the time of 
course they seemed like terrors. They 

worked hard and were very dedicated. The 
lay teachers too. Who could ever forget 
Greta fFrench, “fFrenchie”? After I left I 
got to know Miss Delaney, (who taught 

leaving cert Latin, French and English) and 
realized what an amazing person she was. 
I have happy memories of my friends, of 

course, and can’t believe so many of us are 
grandmothers now.

The fun we had as a class together. We 
also had a lot of fun with our teachers. 
They had great patience with our class! 

The musicals we did in 2nd year and 
4th year also stand out to me especially 
when we did Grease. It bonded us more.

The best thing about it was the 
education. The nuns were nice. I can 

remember a time I came out of hospital 
in 3rd year, and Sr. Laurence brought 

me to the cookery kitchen every day to 
feed me Bovril to build me up. I cannot 

face Bovril to this day!!!

Fun with friends.  
I remember being  

happy there.

Best Things about 
Seamount

The friendships and 
being a boarder helped 

build resilience and 
independence, mostly 

the laughs.

We made many very good friends 
who are still our friends. We were 
given many values, they remain 

with me to this day. Those values 
made us the people we are today.

The environment in general. 
Always felt respected and 

teachers had a great interest 
in their pupils.

The mischief we 
got up to with the 

other girls.

It was a kind place. And we were never 
put under pressure to succeed. We were 

kept busy and presented with every 
opportunity. We were enabled to choose, 
to be responsible and to benefit from a 

good education in our own time.

The girls. We had a lot of fun over the 
years. I am still in touch with a lot of my 
old school pals, it is great to still have 

that connection all these years later! The 
teachers were, on the whole, lovely too. 

That said, there were a few that drove me 
to distraction!

Although I was a shy girl, 
I always felt like I fitted 
in there as the classes 

were so small, it felt like 
everyone was family.

Memories
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Food was adequate but basic. We 
were never hungry and all students 
seemed to maintain a steady weight 
and healthy appearance.

As we walked the corridor e.g. to 
lunch in the Refectory we were 
required to stretch our left arm 
(and hand) across our back, to link 
our right elbow. The purpose was 
twofold: (a) it would assist us in 
throwing back our shoulders and 
so walk with erect gait and with 
head held high; (b) it would entice 
us to walk centre corridor and so 
not damage walls.

In Winter when the flu or viruses 
were prevalent the Nun in charge 
appeared in the Dormitory with 
a galvanised bucket and tongs 
containing some coal-like burning 
chemical for flu prevention. We 
were called up in turn to sniff the 
same. I can’t recall how effective 
it was but very few girls were ever 
confined to bed

Boarding at Seamount College
Typical Timetable of a boarder

7.00 Morning bell, Wash, dress

7.30 Mass

8.00 Breakfast in the Refectory, Chores- eg make bed, tidy dormitory

9.00 Class

12.30 Lunch in the Refectory

1.30 Class

4.00 Snack, Free time

5.00 Study time

7.00 Supper, Rosary, Study time

9.30 Lights out

Food
The boarders’ diet was adequate but lacking in variety. 
Meals tended to be plain and quite repetitive but 
students didn’t go hungry. Tables were set for 4 with 
family members or friends sitting together.

Breakfast consisted of porridge with tea and toast/ 
brown bread, the tea being served strong from large 
teapots. Cornflakes and Rice Krispies were available at 
the weekend.

Afternoon classes 1.30 to 
4pm. Then we had recreation.
again rounders, basketball 
& tennis or a walk out past 
Dunguaire castle. Walk in 
twos complete with cap, 
gloves etc!

As with all young people food was criticised 
with some food items rejected. We each had a 
white personal linen serviette. Along with our 
Laundry these were placed in our individual 
cloth laundry bags which were collected by 
a van each week for washing/drying/ironing 
in The Magdalen Laundry in Forster Street, 
Galway. We had stitched our name tag onto 
each item of clothing. We had no meaningful 
understanding of the role or history of the 
Magdalen Laundry.

If boarder numbers increased in a 
given year 2 sisters may be required 
to sleep in a 3-and-a-half-foot 
bed. We used our own bed clothes. 
We made our bed carefully each 
morning complete with white linen or 
candlewick bedspread. Some of us 
had candlewick dressing gowns.

The students had their main meal at lunchtime. 
Typically they had a dinner of meat, potatoes and 
vegetables, with fish on Fridays. Stew, beef, lamb, 
bacon and cabbage were routinely served, with chips 
once a week on a Friday. Desserts like rice pudding, 
prunes and custard, Eve’s pudding or even biscuits and 
tea were common.

Supper was a lighter meal of beans on toast, eggs, 
sausages, ham, brown bread or salads in the summer. 
Lighter snacks included bananas and even Taytos!

Boarder sleeping arrangements
There were 2 Dormitories, containing around 25 single 
beds in each.  Single beds were ranged (heads to the 
wall) around the entire dormitory with one row down 
the centre.
 
Dorms were open plan with no privacy. From the 
1970’s partitions were erected between the beds to 
create cubicles, with a red curtain added for privacy. 
A cubicle with a window was much sought after, and 
Leaving Cert. students usually got first choice.

There was a head girl in each room who was in charge 
of bedtime. Students washed their faces and hands 
before lights out at 9.30. Each dorm was supervised by a nun who had her 

own cubicle at the front of the room, beside the door. 
Students who the nuns wanted to keep a close eye on 
were placed near the supervising nun!

Students often chatted after lights out and sometimes 
listened to music on the radio, although that was 
against the rules. Radio Luxembourg was a big hit!

The last boarders were moved to the top floor as the 
numbers boarding dropped. The dormitories were then 
converted into classrooms for the growing number of 
day pupils attending.

Filler Image:
Replace with relevant image for article: 
Old Photo of building/ archival interior shot etc.
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Students were taken to the cinema on rare occasions.

Students were typically members of the PTAA i.e. 
abstinence from alcohol movement set up by Fr 
Matt Talbot. They wore pins, received a Certificate of 
Membership and attended a few meetings a year in the 
school and one meeting in Galway.

Practically every student became a Child of Mary in 
Leaving Cert.

The Red Cross was the main Charity supported by the 
school. Each year a Red Cross Nursing scholarship 
for training as a Nurse in St Vincent’s Hospital was 
available. Seamount students were successful in the 
competition on a number of occasions.

We dressed in our black coat, berry, 
outdoor leather shoes and gloves for a 
walk out the Galway or Clare or Ardrahan 
or Gort road. Our well-polished shoe heels 
were checked for state of repair. The cry 
was: “Nil sibh gleasta gan na laimhini”.

Going Home
Initially students were only allowed home for 
Christmas, Easter and six weeks for summer break, 
but they were successful in getting a mid-term break 
added to the school year.

Students then started to go home once a month, at the 
end of the month. Girls who lived in the local area could 
go home every second weekend.

Boarder Recreation Time
Students played a variety of sports during break times 
and at the weekend. Pupils typically had 40 minutes 
in the afternoon before study started to play hockey, 
basketball, tennis, net- ball, camogie, rounders or 
simply just to enjoy walking up and down the Avenue.

Students also went out for walks in groups along the 
road, typically walking two abreast and took part in  
dance and PE classes.

Those students who played a musical instrument like 
piano were expected to practice in their free time and 
some of the weekend study time was dedicated to 
reading novels. Girls chose a novel from a press in the 
first year room on the lower corridor. They were also 
allowed to watch television sometimes at the weekend, 
in either the study or the science lab. Card games like 
Whist were enjoyed on Sunday nights.

Choir was also a core activity and students prepared 
and performed in an Irish play for St Patrick’s Day with 
individuals performing songs in Irish.

On a Friday night - the big treat was 
watching the Late Late show on a 
television on the stage in the main study 
hall. We arranged chairs into theatre seats 
and took our blankets and pillows from the 
dorm to make ourselves comfortable. On 
Thursdays I think we managed to watch 
Top of the Pops on the evening break (this 
was the only TV we saw all week). We 
bathed once per week on an allocated time 
in a bathroom downstairs.

We had a very high quality 3-part Choir under Sr 
Cecilia Corless (of Kinvara and Aunt of Fiona, PPU). 
The big School Organ was presented by her family. We 
participated in a Stage performance of The Story of 
Lourdes which was a Pageant with musical content. 
The Lourdes Ave was one piece. Otherwise, we did 
an annual Operetta which our parents attended. For 
Masses and other liturgical events, we were taught 
plain chant pieces (which were learned in a lot of 
schools and parishes at the time).

We went home on November 1st for the day only - 
for lunch and to wash our hair. We were not allowed 
to wash our hair at school as we could get a cold. 
Therefore we had to break the rule by washing 
it before going to bed. Once I got caught by Sr 
Berchmans. She called me a bold girl and took me 
down to the Convent kitchen to stick my head into the 
cool evening Aga oven.

Regarding going home. A short visit 
was no good as I was homesick a lot. 
I could see my father at the Kinvara 
street fairs or in town shopping from 
the landing windows which made me 
even more despondent.

‘A Day in the Life of a 
Seamount Boarder’

 
All is deafeningly quiet, as 21 snoozing bodies with as 
much life in them as a field of growing grass breathe 
rhythmically. Then the clock hits 7.30 A.M and the 
tranquillity of St. Anne dormitory is shattered like a pain 
of glass hitting the cold floor. Suddenly the shrill sound 
of the bell can be heard as Sr. L legs it up the creaky 
brown stairs lights on, “Good morning girls, is everybody 
up now?”, and you think to yourself “What a wonderful 
world!”, and just when you think your prayers have been 
answered, she does it. “Maria, are you up?” “Yes!” she 
screams. So the whole of Kinvara knows she’s awake. 
“Corinne, are you awake?”, no reply, just something 
that could be recognised as a moan. Ding ding ding. 
“Corinne, are you awake?” “Yeah yeah I’m up” she 
manages as she’s slowly coming out of dream-land.

Claire’s hands begin to clamp as she hears those size 
sevens coming towards her curtain, she hides under the 
quilt, hoping St. Laurance will forget about her. Then “Are 
you out of that bed Claire?”. She remembered her. “Yes 
Sister.”, hoping she’ll go off with the bell, ding ding. “Are 
you up Claire?” “Are you deaf Sister? I said as I was up”.  
Her next victim was Kara. No life, no movement. “She’s 
dead”, (at that time of the morning, who wouldn’t be?). 
Then she moseys on down to Audrey’s cube “I see that 
you had that transistor going last night.”  “Chill out Sister. 
I’m up amn’t I?!” Next is Trish, who, while all of us were 
snoring, had been washed, dressed, and eaten breckie. 
Very good is our Trish.  

The ringing bell becomes faint and stops. “At last” 
echoes through the dorm. We can go back to sleep. 
Zzzzzzz “Maura!” roars Carol, almost shattering the 
window panes. “Morning Carol!”. Then for the next 
15-20 minutes we hear “Shut up”, “Stop” “Turn that 
off” (meaning Maria’s electric shaver which actually 
sounded more like a lawn-mower at that hour. But 
as they say “A girl’s gotta do what a girl’s gotta do” 
Right?). Anyways down we tumble to breckie. Everyone 
comes down in dribs and drabs and there’s the usual 
chat of who dreamed what etc. Then back upstairs 
again, where the majority of people go back to bed, 
and a few go to wash. Eight-forty-five comes only too 
soon. “Everybody left the dormitory?” “Does it look 

like it!” screams Sarah-Jane. Then we all gather in the 
“boot” for a quick chat, fix the hair, fix the tie, and decide 
what shoes to wear today and who’s Lowe Alpine to 
nick. Then PRAYERS. Audrey and Aoife stroll down 
9.10, either getting locked out or roared at. They don’t 
care, they know it’s Friday. Tomorrow - home! Eleven 
o’clock roll on. 11.20 arrives suddenly, and Maria, Claire 
and Corinne crawl slowly up to the prefabs - LATE. But 
looking forward to din-dins until they realise they realise 
they’re on wash-up ! 1:05, the phone rings, I wonder who 
that could be, Maria’s fella of course! When the phone 
rings the response is always “Claire phone’s ringing” 
so she drops the spud, spills the tea, knocks the chair, 
bursts through the door, and bumps into Sr. L. She gives 
her a huge lecture (now remember this is a normal day 
in Seamount) about running and how dangerous it is, 
and Claire’s response is “I want to be in “Saved by the 
Bell” Sister” meanwhile the phone still ringing and off 
she flakes to answer it. Brian of course. So, that’s it, no 
phone for the rest of us for the day.

Back to class. Four o’clock comes soon, when we get 
our chocolate eclairs, Bewley’s mild blend coffee, with 
fresh cream (and the odd drop of Paddy Powers (I think 
not!!!). Who ever said boarding school was no fun ? Then 
we stroll out for a game of Polo where our stable-hands 
holds the horses. Then ding ding, ding quick hot shower !, 
quick change ! while Emanuel brings the horses back in.

At seven, there’s a variety of things to have. You can 
have Banana a la Banana, or Banana a la Sandwich, or 
Banana a la Mash! (with sugar of course). Donations 
please! Then we watch “Fair City” (personal fav.) or 
the ever popular “Coronation Street”, with the Vicar 
dumping Emily and so on, and poor Percy and Randy 
(the budgie)! At last, one more study, then bed. You’ve 
no idea how it feels to go up to that warm (electrically 
heated of course) comfortable bed which you longed 
for all day.A few prayers and goodnights is said. Sr. L. 
retires to her room,(and the party begins! (I wish). She 
sternly warns us “NO NOISE now girls, or no lights”. 
Ten thirty rolls on too quickly and KARA says “Lights 
going out now!” Then a few “good-nights” and sweet-
dreams” until it all begins again.

This article by Claire Kelly, Audrey Muldoon and Karen Connole was first 
published in the 1993 Seamount student magazine ‘Blue Moon’ 
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‘The Dying Breed’
This article, recounting the boarders’ last meal together, was first published in 
the ‘Mount Athena’ school magazine in 1996
June 1996 saw the end of the boarders for Seamount 
College. In order to mark this significant occasion the 
“Past Pupils Union”, decided to take the current last 
boarders out to dinner.

The day was Wednesday 1st of May and the venue was 
Partners restaurant in Kinvara. As the boarders don’t 
frequently get out during the week, the excitement 
of it all was at a climax during study on Wednesday 
evening. Some of the past pupils kindly drove us down, 
while nearly driving Miss Connelly off the road in the 
process, and we were all quietly seated for 7.00 o’clock.
Our dinner was served and we “tucked in”. We must 
offer our thanks to Partners restaurant as the food was 
divine and it left us boarders happy. 

Many photographs were taken 
throughout the meal and it was 
only after our tummies were filled 
that the historic stories of “Life 
as a Seamount Boarder” really 
came to life. We all mingled and 
both boarders past and present 
began to tell of their experiences 
in Seamount and stories from the 
past day girls were told with great 
humour. 

The evening out was an experience 
for all the boarders and we decided 
that in at least ten years time we 
will all reunite again to see what 
we all have done with our lives. It 
would be at least ten years giving 
us time to recover after our time 
spent in Seamount!!!

The boarders of Seamount would 
like to thank Ms. Mulkerrins for her 
kind words. Seamount will never be 
forgotten by any of us… guaranteed. 

‘The Christmas Feast’
Mary Purcell recalls a midnight feast for the boarders that led to trouble!

It was December 1958 in Seamount College Kinvara. 
I was a Leaving Cert Student, ‘Prefect’, Head Girl and 
aspiring Child of Mary! As such I would be expected to 
give not only a good example, but the best example as 
a role model!

A well meaning day pupil or two suggested we hold 
a midnight feast in the dormitory one night . It was 
Christmas after all, they explained. They would supply 
sausage rolls they told us. I have no recollection of any 
other food items on the menu, there could have been 
biscuits from the regular Saturday shop for goodies. 
Sausage rolls would have made a great impression. 
In fact they became famous about that time! Due to 
the lapse of time I cannot remember who the invited 
guests were, there would not have been ‘sausage 
rolls for everyone in the audience’ neither do  I recall 
‘smuggling’ food to the dormitory. I’m still wondering 
what I was thinking when I agreed to host a party on 
my bed after lights out .

The party was short-lived when Sr Laurence emerged 
from the cubicle at the end of the dormitory. She shone 
a torch, the party food was in full view. Sr was not 
impressed, she ordered us to bed, she would speak to 
us in the morning.

By then there was Mother Ignatius to be reckoned 
with . She thought there might be a question as 
to my suitability for consecration as a Child of 
Mary. Things were getting serious by now . The big 
question was what Canon Mulkerrins, my uncle 
who was Parish Priest in Kinvara at that time, might 
make of it all. I admitted I didn’t know & I apologised. 
I waited & waited, my uncle never mentioned the 
incident, and I told him nothing!

The authors of the Midnight Feast hold all the answers, 
together with the recipe for the offending sausage 
rolls. Later my day pupil friends admitted it was 
their mother who made the best sausage rolls. You 
never know, do you! The well meaning day pupils are 
still my friends after all these years and long may it 
continue to be like that. That was not the end. There 
was the dreaded Christmas School Report to worry 
about. It arrived  in the fullness of time, nothing 
showed up. It was decided that there was nothing 
to see. The whole affair fizzled out at that time. I 
was consecrated, as a Child of Mary, Leaving Cert 
happened, life went on.

Creis é nó ná Creid, ach sin a tharla fadó, mair a bhí 
muse sa Mean Scoil Ard na Mara.
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At the time we imagined that being an all-girls 
school was no good. I now realize it was an 

advantage. The nuns could be a bit arbitrary at 
times and of course we were highly indignant 
when things seemed unfair, and I was a vocal 
protester. But I have no very bad memories, 

despite a few contretemps that seemed the center 
of the universe at the time. Mother Ignatius was 

not very nice, but she didn’t teach us.

I have fond memories of the teachers, 
mostly nuns then, though at the time of 
course they seemed like terrors. They 

worked hard and were very dedicated. The 
lay teachers too. Who could ever forget 
Greta fFrench, “fFrenchie”? After I left I 
got to know Miss Delaney, (who taught 

leaving cert Latin, French and English) and 
realized what an amazing person she was. 
I have happy memories of my friends, of 

course, and can’t believe so many of us are 
grandmothers now.

Being away  
from home.

Getting caught 
acting bold and 
being in trouble 
although always 
innocent fun...! 

Study! 
But wish I had 

studied properly in 
retrospect.

The toilet paper 
affectionately known 

as tracing paper.

The Navy 
A-Line skirt!!!!

As a boarder it could 
be lonely. The food was 
a bit monotonous. But 

that’s it really, apart from 
having to steal showers 
and the cold bathrooms.

Worst Things about 
Seamount

Memories
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Comoradh Cead Bliain
Principal Maighread Mhic Domhnaill reflects on Seamount College and its school 
community in this centenary year.
Like every strong vibrant community, Seamount 
College has experienced the highs and lows of 
evolution throughout its history. There have been great 
academic successes, times of difficult challenges, 
wonderful victories on sporting pitches and, at all 
times, steady learning in the classroom.

It would be wonderful to step back - have a clear view 
of the early years when our school took its first and 
probably hesitant steps to become the wonderful seat of 
learning it is today. It would be lovely to be able to say to 
those amazing pioneers who were brave enough to start 
this school that this is what it’s going to become - a place 
of learning for nearly 600 young boys and girls each year. 
One where Spirituality, Education, Creativity, and Physical 
Endeavour are nurtured in equal measure - where the 
staff always try to find the successes in each individual.

It has been my absolute privilege and an honour to 
serve as Principal of Seamount College for the past 
12 years and especially this year in the Centenary year 
of the school. It is a humbling feeling knowing that I 
have been passed on the mantle of leader of teaching 
and learning in a renowned school and that it is my 
responsibility to continue to build on that legacy. 

In September 2006 I began teaching in Seamount 
College. 3 weeks later came the shocking news that 
the school was to be closed. Often in life it is when we 
are about to lose something that we truly realise its 
value. Our young teenagers bring life and vitality to the 
village and Seamount College as the largest employer 
in Kinvara is a major contributor to the local economy. 
RESCU Seamount was born and the campaign to 
save the school took hold. Against all the odds, 
and with great credit to those early campaigners 
and my predecessor Eileen Mulkerrins, a sustained 
and measured plan was laid out. The story of the 
campaign is a story of staff, students, parents, political 
representatives and the whole community coming 
together  to save our school. It is a story that has been 
well documented and which  has been emulated in 
other communities around the country.

It was during this turbulent time that I took over as 
principal in December 2009. It was my duty to manage 
the day to day running of the school amidst all the 
uncertainty. It was important to the 217 students 
and the 17 staff members who had committed to the 

school that teaching and learning continued to be 
shielded from the ongoing crisis. Great credit is due 
to the staff for ensuring that this was the case, and 
that the students had a positive secondary school 
experience, continuing to excel in academics, in sport, 
through music, and debate.

Finally after years of worry and uncertainty, after many 
different avenues of campaign and with prolonged 
political pressure, the announcement was made that 
the school would remain open. The school was placed 
under the Patronage of the Bishop of Galway, in the 
ownership of The Department of Education. Seamount 
College would now also function as a co-educational 
facility. All in all, this was a pivotal, joyous moment in 
the school’s history. 

At long last we could plan for the future.

Of course progress is often tinged with sadness and 
another major milestone was bidding a final farewell to 
the remaining 3 Mercy Sisters in the convent. This ended 
the presence of the Mercy Order in Kinvara after over 100 
years of spiritual and pastoral guidance and care for the 
local community. Sr Berchmans (R.I.P.), Sr Pius (R.I.P.) 
and Sr Caoimhín left Seamount College in February 2010. 
Their presence in the school is greatly missed to this day. 
We are proud to carry on their legacy of love and care to 
each individual student and staff member who comes to 
learn and work in Seamount College.

With the inheritance of the Convent Building it was 
immediately apparent that investment was needed 
to increase accommodation and to remodel and 
renovate the existing building. Strong local political 
representation helped secure investment from the 
Department of Education and Skills and the Pope 
Francis building was officially opened in 2014 by 
Bishop Drennan and Minister Ciaran Cannon. This 
extension and refurbishment consisted of a new 
science lab, a technical graphics room, a computer 
room, a music room, new general classrooms and a 
new toilet block.

Focus then turned to the development of 2 training 
pitches, a running track and a ball wall on the school 
grounds in 2016, bringing much needed sports 
facilities. This work was greatly helped by fundraising 
activities of the Parents Council.

During all this time representations never ceased to the 
Department of Education for additional accommodation 
to cater for the growing school population. The Board 
of Management developed a Master Plan for the school 
based on projected numbers of pupils collated by willing 
volunteers from the feeder schools in the area. 

We are very happy in this our Centenary year to see 
the next phase of this work come to fruition with 
the opening of the new building comprising 4 new 
classrooms, a staff room and a home economics 
kitchen. A special ASD class for children with autism 
has also been set up. It is a measure of success of the 
Master Plan that each phase of development has fitted 
together and complemented the existing buildings 
maximising the stunning school site.

We turn our eyes now to the future: our next centenary 
will see the construction of Phase 2 of our building 
works. This will bring 6 additional classrooms, a 
science lab, a technology room, a home economics 
room and an art room. 

And we can’t rest on our laurels there. To complete 
our school campus a Sports Hall will be located on the 
current basketball court area. The campaign to secure 
this much needed facility continues.

The work involved in a building project can be all 
consuming but needs to be balanced with the daily 
needs in the school.  All of this development allows 
for the already high level of teaching and learning to 
continue and grow in a positive environment, with state 
of the art facilities that will benefit the young of Kinvara 
and its hinterland for many future generations.

Each and every student deserves to have an 
environment which allows them to grow and flourish in 
their time in the school. They deserve to have a holistic 
experience with ample opportunities to reach their 
potential across a range of disciplines.

We all delight in student academic success and 
progress to 3rd level and are very proud of the overall 
performance of students from Seamount College, 
with results consistently exceeding national norms. 
As well as the hard work of our students, this is due 
to the dedication of teachers in providing an excellent 
education, in getting to know their students well, and in 
the provision of extra support when needed. The high 
level of pastoral care imbeds a sense of inner confidence 
which will stand to students throughout their lives. 

There is a strong emphasis in the school on having 
a balanced lifestyle. Students are encouraged to 

take part in all the extracurricular activities and 
opportunities that are offered throughout the school 
year; opportunities in sport, science, environmental 
activism, music, debating, drama and more. Seamount 
College recognises the importance of not only giving 
students the best Leaving Certificate, but also the 
importance of arming them with values that will 
support them in adult life.

Extra-curricular activities bring great life and energy to 
the school. Great friendships are made in participating 
together and great joy in celebrating success. 
Memories are made from lining out in the SCK jersey, 
from performing on stage in concerts or musicals, 
from debating or standing tall at exhibition stands 
in the Seamount uniform - all memorable and proud 
moments. Again, this is in no small part due to staff 
encouragement, guidance, and involvement.

We look upon our school community as the family 
of Seamount College and we take great pleasure 
in following our students’ progress and welcoming 
students back to the school. Our hope is that our 
Centenary celebrations will strengthen our links and 
allow us to sustain our connections into the future.

There have been so many amazing events over the 
past 12 years. Some of the great stand out moments 
have been the whole school events such as our annual 
Christmas and Seachtain na Gaeilge concerts. We 
have had moments of great joy in lining the avenue to 
welcome home and applaud student and staff success. 
The obstacle course as part of Active Schools Week 
and the “Staff v Student” competitions have brought 
scenes of belly aching laughter. Sometimes it is not 
until they leave Seamount College that students realise 
the huge array of positive learning experiences they 
are exposed to as pupils of the school. It is these 
occasions that form the lasting memories that they 
carry with them into their bright futures.

Seamount College is one of a kind. My time here 
has been one of joy; as a teacher, as a colleague, as 
a principal, as a mother. My vision for the future of 
Seamount College is that this school continues to be a 
place of respect and tolerance, a place of fun, a place 
where each student feels accepted and valued, a place 
of great learning and personal growth.

Guím gach rath ar Choláiste Ard na Mara don chéad 
seo chugainn.

Maighréad Mhic Dhomhnaill
Príomhoide 
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Seamount’s Stile!
Leslie Brett (nee Joyce), class of 1981, recounts some of her memories of her 
time in Seamount
I attended Seamount from 1976 to 1981, I have very 
happy memories of students and teachers during that 
time. Seamount was the heart of the community at 
that time and was the place the community gathered 
for plays and concerts. The nuns were a central part of 
the community. They managed the church choir and 
welcomed us all to Seamount. 

I have two children, one who recently completed 
his Leaving Cert and one in her late twenties. Their 
experience of school and mine was definitely different in 
terms of technology and to some extent in terms of the 
opportunity they had to study higher level subjects such 
as Maths and Physics. We didn’t have that and most 
students went on to do banking, nursing or teaching. 
Getting the opportunity to go to University was not the 
norm. which was common at many schools at that time.

What a school Seamount was and I am sure still is. We 
were allowed to grow up safely among friends, yes, in 
a strict environment but we had fun, played pranks on 
each other and on our teachers but most especially 
on the poor H Dip students who had the misfortune to 
come on our radar.

Teachers like Shelia Conneely, Chrissie Mc Donagh, 
Mrs Liston, Sr Bernard, Sr Sacred Heart, Sr Laurence 
and Ger Barrett shaped the person I have become. 
They challenged, supported, taught and encouraged 
us during our years in Seamount. I remember clearly 
the sound of Mrs McDonagh’s heels as she rushed 
from class to class and Mrs Liston gave me a lasting 
love of Irish. Sr Laurence gave me a love of baking 
and Sr Bernard taught me Latin when she realised I 
couldn’t draw for the life of me. My favourite subject 
was business taught by Sheila Conneely and to this 
very day I can see her standing at the top of the class 
at a lectern teaching the subject. Ms Ffrench was our 
maths teacher, we were always very nervous of her 
but she was passionate about maths. She was often 
heard to lament that we were so poor at maths that 

our only hope was to go to the Classic (a night club in 
Gort which hosted weekly discos) and find ourselves 
a partner! Sr Sacred Hearts mantra of “Bottoms down 
and tummies in Girls” still rings in my ears. 

The hours we spent in study from 5-7pm and 
8-9.30pm every evening, gave us routine. We got the 
chance to partake in debating competitions which I 
loved, competing against The College in Gort was a 
highlight and so much fun. Everyone was interested 
and very supporting of us - our fellow students, 
teachers and families.

I wasn’t much of a sports person but I remember the 
slanted hockey pitch with the fantastic view of the sea 
and the enthusiasm of Ger Barrett and the hours and 
hours of coaching he did with the teams. The tennis 
court was always popular because if boys ever ventured 
into Seamount this was the place to see them. 

Seamount was a day and boarding school, I was a 
day pupil and made some really good friends, many 
of whom I still have contact with. There were many 
boarders in our class, they did not get the opportunity 
to go home every weekend, which I always felt was 
very hard on them but that’s the way it was. 

My dad was the GP for the school. The nuns made 
a stile between our house and the school so that the 
students could go to the doctor without using the 
public path. There were times when I resented the stile.  
Seamount was way too close to home but on the flip 
side we made it to school on time every day!

We went on a school tour to France once. I remember 
Sr Bernard and other teachers accompanied us. We got 
to see Notre Dame, the Louvre and many other sites in 
Paris. My sisters and I got to buy our mother a very stylish 
umbrella in Gallery Lafayette. A grey and purple one, we 
still have it and it’s in as good condition as it was the day 
we bought it, every time I use it I think of that tour.

I remember the day I went with Karen Sexton to get 
our Leaving Cert results� We had to go individually 
into Sr Bernard ‘s office and get the dreaded piece of 
paper� I still remember the walk to the school- Karen 
collected me and we made the “long walk” together.  
Our hearts were in our mouths but I scraped by and 
went on to study Science in UCG. 

Being a student in Seamount was a very happy 
experience for me� The encouraging comments 
made on my essays and homework, the challenges 
and encouragement to perform better and the 
camaraderie still stay etched in my memories� 

To borrow from William Wordsworth:

They flash upon that inward eye
 Which is the bliss of solitude; 

And then my heart with pleasure fills, 
And dances with the daffodils.

Thank you Seamount 
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The 1985 Japanese Ambassador’s 
Visit to Kinvara
By Clodagh de Courcy Mac Donnell.

On the 1st of March 1985, the Crown Prince Akihito and 
Princess Michito of Japan visited Ireland for a week. 
This was following the return of Irish President Patrick 
Hillary’s visit to Japan in 1983. They spent the weekend 
in Dromoland Castle, Clare after arriving by private jet 
to Shannon Airport.

They visited a number of historical sites in the west 
of Ireland, including an early Celtic settlement in 
Craggaunowen and Bunratty Folk Park. What is 
interesting about their visit from a local point of view, is 
their visit to Kinvara. 

They came to Kinvara on Sunday the 8th, and were 
greeted with banners, flags, an abundance of locals, 
and our trademark weather; rain. However, the weather 
did not dampen their spirits as they were given a tour 
around the town by the chairman of the Community 
Council, Tommy Corless. He accompanied them 
around the Quay (constructed in the 19th century 
during King Guaire’s reign), they passed Delamaine 
Lodge, the old smugglers residence and drove along 
the Green Road to Thornville house. From there, the 
group went to Bothar na Mias (the Road of the Dishes), 
and Tommy Corless recounted the legend associated 
with this road.

After their historical tour they went to Kinvara GAA 
pitch, where there was a juvenile hurling match taking 
place. Prince Akihito asked various questions about 
the game, while the Princess was concerned about the 
players getting wet from the damp conditions. Then 
they went to the Auld Plaid Shawl (now Foxes) and 
sampled Irish coffee with a number of locals.

From there they went to Seamount Convent where 
they were met by Reverend Mother Gertrude who 
brought them to the reception room. There they 
met the Japanese Ambassador to Ireland, the Irish 
Ambassador to Japan, dignitaries of State, Principal 
Sister Laurence and a group from the Kinvara 
Community (Canon Michael O’Connor, Tommy Corless 

and Mrs Mary O’Shaughnessy, Mrs Anne Kavanagh, 
Mrs Mary McInerney and Kieran Moylan).

Presentations were made to the Royal Couple including 
an Aran Sweater, a white crocheted shawl, doyleys 
crocheted by Sr. Sacred Heart, a blackthorn stick, a 
St. Brigid’s cross, copies of ‘Tracht’ the Centenary 
magazine of Seamount by Sr. de Lourdes Fahy, ‘The 
Journey of the Queen’ by Dr. Brian O’Rourke of Galway 
Regional Technical College, and an inscribed hurley.

The pupils of Seamount College formed a guard 
of honour for the Royal Couple on their way from 
the reception room to the Seamount hall where 
they viewed performances of step-dancing by 
local members of the Celine Hession Dancers, 
accompanied by Chris Droney; the Kilkishen Mummers; 
the Ballinderreen set dancers, accompanied by the 
Oranmore Ceili Band; a sean nós song by Sorcha 
Grealish of Muchinach, Connemara, and a single dance 
by Seamus Devane of Connemara.

They departed after the performances, and after a 
trip to Thoor Ballylee and Coole Park, they returned to 
Dromoland
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Sr Laurence       
The following interview with much 
loved former principal Sr Laurence 
was conducted by students in 1994, 
whilst they were compiling the ‘Blue 
Moon’ school magazine.

Q Where do you come from? A Scariff Co. Clare.

Q When did you first join the nuns? A When I was 18. I entered in the mother house 
in Gort and trained in Sion Hill before coming to 
Seamount in 1956.

Q Did you always want  
to be an nun?

A Yes. I was sure of my vocation. As a profession 
though I had nursing in my mind as well as 
teaching.

Q What do you like most  
about Seamount?

A I like the fact that it’s a small school where I know 
all the pupils and their parents personally. That’s 
important to me. I also think the situation is superb, 
with lots of open air and space for everyone.

Q Have you ever witnessed any major changes in 
the school?

A When I first arrived here as a teacher there were 80 
boarders but after free transport came, that number 
has dropped considerably. The overall enrollment 
has increased recently from 152 to 182.

Q Have you noticed any changes  
in the students?

A  In years gone by, a lot of girls left school before 
doing their Leaving Cert. In Seamount it was 
different because the majority of the students were 
boarders who had been sent to be educated. In 
general they were all ambitious and hardworking. I 
don’t think students today are as studious. On the 
other hand I think they are much more independent 
and they think more about world affairs and the 
issues of the day. I feel that in the past girls had 
more formal courtesy and I don’t think I heard as 
much “interesting” language. Mind you, that could 
be just a measure of how open my students are. 
They don’t mind whether I hear them or not!!

Q Do girls today have higher expectations for a 
career?

A Not really. As I said, Seamount girls were always 
very ambitious. Of course it was easier in the past 
because the competition for college places wasn’t 
nearly as tough then. I think it’s terribly hard on 
students today to have to work so hard without 
being sure they’ll get the points.

Q Did many of your early students join the nuns? A Yes. During the 50’s especially there was a high 
level of vocations.

Q Do you regret the decline? A Well I’m a great believer in quality not quantity! 
I believe that the tide will change again and I’m 
confident that If the Lord wants them he’ll call the 
people to his harvest.

Q Would you encourage girls to Join the nuns? A  I would. Yes.

Q Do you miss teaching? A In many ways teaching was much easier than the 
job I do now. Instead of being in charge of one class 
I’m in charge of them all - the principal, secretary, 
accountant and caretaker rolled into one if you like.

Q If you won a million pounds, what would you do 
with it?

A Naturally it wouldn’t be mine personally but the 
convent would allow me to choose which charity to 
give it to.

Q What’s your favourite food? A As long as I’ve food to eat, I don’t mind. But I’m 
partial to honey from the comb!!

Q What are your hobbies? A Tapestry, embroidery, reading and art reading. When 
I get the time. In the early days I also used to teach 
piano.

Q What’s your favourite music? A Classical music and gregorian plain chant.

Q What’s your favourite book? A “The Second Burial of Bishop Shanahan”. In general 
I love books with a historical turn. “I wouldn’t waste 
my time with fiction”.

Q What’s your favourite film? A I don’t have one. I prefer live theatre and musicals 
especially “My Fair Lady” and “The Sound of Music”.
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The time our choir, I think  
we were maybe 3rd years , under the 

baton of a very elderly nun , in front of 
the entire school with all the teachers 
in the front row, sang the song “Feed 

the birds... twopence a bag..” with 
actions! Two fingers every time the word 
twopence was sung 😂😂 the poor nun hadn’t

a clue what we were doing.

When we had a class on the 
stage and one of the girls went 
under the floor before class and 
started tapping the floor under 

the teacher.

I was part of a team who danced on the 
radio!!! I know! We did a movement to 
music piece in P.E and performed in 

Galway. It was broadcast on the radio. 
The programme also included poetry 

recitation and choirs. We used to 
practice in the tin hut that was between 
the cookery kitchen and Sr. Mary of the 

Sacred Heart’s book room.

Too many to write down. The pain and 
torture inflicted on student teachers. 

The compass messing (never meant to 
hurt anyone) the radio under the pillow 

switched to radio Luxembourg every 
night before headphones came along.

I was part of a team who danced on 
the radio!!! I know! We did a movement 

to music piece in P.E and performed 
in Galway. It was broadcast on the 

radio. The programme also included 
poetry recitation and choirs. We used 

to practice in the tin hut that was 
between the cookery kitchen and  

Sr. Mary of the Sacred Heart’s  
book room.

The red hall — now known as the lower 
corridor! We had uniform inspection now 

and again. The red hall could accommodate 
the full school! One girl had bright red Doc 
Martin boots on and was matched up and 

down as an example of what not to wear ... 
She ended up polishing the stairs up to the 
dormitories! PE in the GYM! We were posh 

practicing gymnastics and not having a clue 
... We had to wear navy culottes!!

Funny Memories

the time we organised a 
strike because we genuinely 
thought it was unfair that we 

had a school day less than 
the Gort schools

Yes, on the night of our oral Irish 
exam, were allowed to have an 
early night, so upstairs and a 

pillow fight took place, while the 
wee folk were in study hall! Do 

not ask who won!

I can’t remember what the issue  
was but we once organised and wrote 
a petition to Mother Brendan. We tied 
it with ribbon and I was delegated to 

leave it in her place in the Church. She 
called me later to speak about it. It 

was a cordial discussion and she took 
us seriously. But they must have had a 

great laugh at the formality  
of our approach. 

Teachers dressed up  
in uniform!

I used to find the uniform inspections hilarious,  
although I am sure that was never the aim! Each  

class would be taken down to the long red hall (or ambulatory 
as some of the nuns called it). Sr Mary of the Sacred Heart 

(who taught us art) would get us to walk up and down that hall 
scrutinizing us. She would say things like: "Walk like a Queen 
girls. Shoulders back, head up and tummy tucked in." If you 

didn't have the correct uniform on then you were given  
a verbal ticking off or as punishment you might have to 

polishing the stairs. I had to do that a few  
times over the years!

Memories
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The Past Pupils Union: United by our 
Past, United for the Future!
By Fiona Baldwin, PPU Secretary, 2018-Present

One positive aspect to emerge from various Covid 19 
lockdowns was that it gave us the breathing space 
we needed to reassess what was important in our 
lives. Those weeks spent behind closed doors made 
us realise the true value of friendship, while also 
giving us the time we needed to reconnect with old 
acquaintances and to rekindle old friendships. And yet, 
the renewal and continuation of friendships has been 
at the very core of the Seamount Past Pupils’ Union 
since its inaugural meeting in 1975.

Mrs Rose Fahy Cunningham was the first to hold the 
office of PPU President. Originally from
Kilbeacanty Cross near Gort, Rose attended Seamount 
in the late 1920s and went on to a degree in Science in 
UCG. She distinguished herself by being the first to take 
the subject through the medium Irish; after qualifying 
with her degree, she returned to teach in Seamount 

for a year. Rose was succeeded as PPU President by 
Bridie Quinn Conroy, who grew up in Dooras in an Irish-
speaking household; Bridie’s mother gave Irish classes 
in Seamount during the 1930s to help the students 
develop fluency and a ‘blas’. Following in her mother’s 
footsteps as an educator, Bridie worked as a primary 
school teacher; her sister, Nora Nolan (Finnevara) was 
also a student in Seamount. Some forty six years and 
several changes of the guard later—Heidi Sweeney 
Krause is the incumbent president— and the PPU is still 
going strong and connecting past pupils, thanks to the 
commitment and enthusiasm of its membership.
The lasting friendships made at Seamount and the 
strength of its Christian ethos have always made for 
a respectful and caring past pupil community. As an 
association, the PPU has played an important part 
in supporting the school’s aim of developing every 
individual in the school community long after they have 

departed their familiar classroom surroundings. In 
addition to organising events and coordinating social 
activities for Seamount alumni, the PPU offers a support 
network for its members; a place where skills can be 
shared, views exchanged, and memories renewed in a 
spirit of camaraderie and concord. When the PPU was 
formed all those decades ago, its raison d’etre was to 
foster a spirit of amity and cooperation, to continue the 
great traditions of the school and to spread the values 
of truth, sincerity, respect and generosity of spirit. Those 
values remain core to this day.

The PPU’s ethos of helping to strengthen the bonds 
of friendship has been sustained, for themost part, 
through a reunion in Seamount every three years: 
traditionally, this has involved a Mass of celebration 
and remembrance, followed by a short general meeting 
to elect the new serving officers and committee, a tour 
of the school and leisurely lunch, refreshments, and 
raffle/entertainment in a local hostelry.

As we mark the centenary of the founding of Seamount 
College, the PPU has been looking for new ways in 
which it can support its members. Over the past 12 
months, the Union has been busy working behind the 
scenes to bring the PPU into the 21st century, to drive 
alumni membership, and to make it a more relevant 
association for both recent, and not so recent, alumni. 
To this end, it has dramatically stepped-up activity 

within its Facebook group, which has more than 270 
members. The PPU has also launched Twitter and 
Instagram channels, created an electronic contacts 
database, and unveiled an electronic newsletter (SCK 
Past Pupils Say) for its members. It is also in the 
process of designing a website that will feature an 
archive of old photos, class lists and memorial wall. 
Following on from the success of the PPU’s first radio 
broadcast, Seamount Sounds, which was aired on 
Kinvara FM and streamed online in May 2021, the 
committee is now working on the next instalment.

The Seamount College PPU is a completely voluntary 
organisation run by past students. It is committed 
to enabling alumni to stay connected to each other, 
as well as with the school. As such, the committee 
would be delighted to hear from all past pupils with 
any suggestions on how we can improve the Union, 
YOUR union.  
 
New members are always welcome. Whether or not 
you would like to get involved in the organisational 
side of the PPU, we would still love to hear from 
you. Just drop us a text on 087-4077244, email 
seamountkinvarapastpupils@gmail.com, or send a 
message via any of our social media channels. The 
PPU looks forward to hearing from you over the course 
of this special centenary year.
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Hockey In Seamount College
Seamount College is synonymous with hockey and has 
been so for almost 50 years. Hockey was among the 
first extra curricular sports introduced to the school in 
the late 1960s by the then PE teacher Ms. Olga Sandys. 
Hockey training took place during PE classes and after 
school and in the early years, school matches were 
held on Saturdays

In the early 1970s, hockey had become firmly 
embedded in life at Seamount College. It was around 
this time that teacher Mr. Gerry Barrett, took over 
the reins as hockey coach and brought the school to 
many great successes including Connacht Senior A 
titles. Significantly, in 1980 Gerry Barrett along with a 
group of local women were the people responsible for 
establishing Kinvara Hockey Club. The bond between 
Seamount College and Kinvara Hockey was forged 
then and has remained strong ever since.

In 1978 Seamount hosted the first ever Connacht 
schools 7 a side tournament for hockey and one 
year later, claimed its first Connacht title by winning 
the Connacht Tribune U14 Plate in 1979. Seamount 
certainly got off to a flying start in hockey, reaching 
a Senior A final just a few years after joining the 
Connacht schools competitions. A 1979 copy of 
the Connacht Tribune (pictured) reports on how 
Seamount College showed “outstanding promise in 
only their second season of senior status” and then 
in 1981 the school claimed the prestigious senior 
title the “Palmer Cup”.

Over the decades that have passed since this time, 
hockey has remained a steadfast part of life at 
Seamount thanks to the willingness of the many 
coaches who have kept the tradition of this sport alive. 
Among these are former deputy principal Geraldine 
Connors, Aideen Geary, Caroline Murphy Hogan, Elaine 
Mahon and present day coaches Lorraine Feehily 
and Jennifer Hyde. Seamount teams have reached 
Connacht finals across the grades on numerous 
occasions and emerged successful in many, the most 
recent of these being the U15A Lupton Cup. This is 
the first time in 28 years that Seamount have claimed 

this title and will now proceed to the All-Ireland finals 
tournament in April.

The following highlights the occasions where we have 
emerged successful.

Connacht Titles won by Seamount College  
Hockey Teams:

For a school and community of their size, Seamount 
and Kinvara have been very well represented at both 
interprovincial and national level hockey. Starting with 
Siobhán Forde in 1980 who was the first Seamount 
College player to be selected for Connacht Interpros, up 
to current U16 player Mia Rodgers and U18 player Zoe 
Rodgers, there have been a total of 27 players selected 
to play for Connacht. Some of these have gone on to 
achieve the distinction of representing the country at 
international level.

The following table shows all hockey players who 
played for Connacht and/or Ireland down through 
the years. These players were either current or past 
students of Seamount College at the time.

2022 U15 A Lupton Cup

2018 Senior B Ward Cup

2016 U15B Sweetnam Plaque

2014 1st Year B Cahill Shield

2009 Senior B Ward  Cup

2009 U16 B Howley Plaque

2003 1st Year Blackmore Plate

2002 1st Year A Blackmore Shield

1999 1st Year A Blackmore Shield

1999 Senior A Heskin Cup

1998 Senior A Heskin Cup

1998 U15 Lupton Cup

1995 1st Year A Blackmore Shield

1994 Senior A Heskin Cup

1992/93 Four Connacht titles

1986 Senior A league

1984 Senior A Heskin Cup

1983 Blackmore final anyway

1983 Silver Community Games for Kinvara (a 
SCK team)

1981 Palmer Cup - First major win for the 
school

1979 Connacht Tribune U14 plate

Surname Name Level Year

Birmingham Elva Connacht Interpros Intermediate 1991

Burke Marie Connacht Interpros U18 1988

Connolly Noreen Connacht Interpros U16 2005

Curtin Orla Connacht Interpros U16 1998

Curtin Rachel Connacht Interpros U16
Irish Trial for U16s

1993

Curtin Veronica Connacht Interpro U16
Captain Connacht Interpro U16 and Irish Trial

1994
1995

Forde Siobhán First Seamount player to be selected for Connacht 
Interpro School Girls, played on Connacht Senior 
Interpros. Connacht Masters Interpros 2013-2015 and 
Irish O50 Masters in 2013

1980s

Forde Malone Olive Connacht Interpro Masters 2017

Gill Colette Connacht Interpros U16, U18 2003, 2005

Hehir Siobhán Connacht Interpros Goalie 1983

Huban Alannah Connacht Interpros U16 2020

Joyce Susan Connacht Interpros Intermediate/Junior 1991, 1992

Keane Noeleen Connacht Interpros Intermediate/Junior 1988, 1992

Kelly Sinéad Connacht Interpros U16, U18, U21
Irish School Girls U18 Team

2005-2010

Kerins Miriam Connacht Interpros U16, U18 2002

Kilkelly Emma Connacht Interpros U16, U18 2002, 2003

Kilkelly Geraldine Connacht Interpros U18, U21, Senior
Irish U18 Team. Awarded player of the tournament in 
Home Countries Tournament in Glasgow
Irish U21 Team
First Senior Cap for Ireland v France
Played for Ireland until 1992

1987, 1988
1987

1987
1989
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Kilkelly-Kelly Mary Connacht Interpros U18
U21, Senior
Played for Ireland and won the Home Countries 
Tournament
Runner Up Home Countries Tournament
Connacht Intermediate Interpros

1980s
1983/1984

1985

1986
1990

Leech Irene Connacht Interpros U16 2006

MacEoin Patricia Connacht Interpros U16, U18 1991, 1993

Mahon Elaine Connacht Interpros Intermediate 1980s

Mahon Lorraine Connacht Interpros U16, U18, U21 2003, 2004, 2006

McCormack Nicola Connacht Interpros U21 1996

McLoughlin Mary Connacht Interpros School Girls
Connacht Interpros Intermediate

1982
1980s

O’Connor Ann Connacht Interpros Intermediate 1981

O’Connor Róisín Connacht Interpros U16, U18, U21, Junior, Senior
Irish U16 and U18
Captain of Irish U18 Team - first player from Connacht to 
captain and Irish U18 team. 
Róisín led her country in five international matches 
v Spain, Holland, France, Portugal and Belgium and 
received Galway Person of the Year Special Achievement 
Award for Achievements in Sport 2003

2000-2002

Reagan Valerie Connacht Interpros Intermediate 1988

Rodgers Mia Connacht Interpros U16 2021

Rodgers Zoe Connacht Interpros U16, U18 2020, 2021

Shields Sara Connacht Interpros U16 2019

Staunton Pauline Connacht Interpros Intermediate 1988

Talty Claire Connacht Interpros U16, U18 Reserve 2015, 2016

Tannian Aisling Connacht Interpros U16, U18, Junior 1994, 1996, 2001

Tannian Aoife Connacht Interpros U16, Irish U16 Trial 
Connacht Interpros U18, Junior
Connacht Interpros Master, O40s

1994
1996, 2001
2018, 2019

Tannian Sharon Connacht Interpros U16, U18
Connacht Interpros U21, senior reserve
Connacht Interpros Masters
On winning Connacht Interpros Masters

1989, 1991
1992
2015, 2016
2017

Waites Marian Connacht Interpro School Girls
Irish School Girls Team (only Connacht player selected)
Irish O50s:
Won gold for Ireland at O50s World Cup 2018
European bronze x2 and silver for Ireland O50s

1981,82

2012-2018

Hockey remains one of the most popular sports for 
girls in Seamount with a record total of over 150 
players registered to play hockey at Seamount in the 
2021/2022 academic year. This means we have teams 
competing at every level in school competitions.

Connacht Tribune, Feb. 20th 1981

Connacht Tribune, Oct. 19th 1979
Connacht Tribune, 
November 26th 1976

Connacht Tribune, 
May 5th 1978 

Connacht Tribune, 
May 19th 1978 
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1st Year B Cahill Connacht Champions 2014

Blackmore Plate 
Winners 2002/03

Connacht Tribune, May 30 1986 - Senior A Winners

Connacht Tribune Oct. 29th 1999 - Senior A Winners

U15B Sweetnam Connacht Champions 2016

U15A Lupton Cup Connacht Champions 2022

Blackmore Shield 
Winners 2001/02
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Seamount House to some use, at once. Various 
projects were discussed and finally it was decided 
to begin a small school which would link up with the 
Convent Primary School.

Around this time the Government decided to close 
down all local hospitals and workhouses in the twenty-
six counties. Gort hospital closed and three Sisters 
of Mercy who worked there received redundancy 
payments of £300 each. This money was given 
towards the development of Seamount House. The 
Chapel furnishings and the contents of the hospital 
kitchen from Gort were all sent to furnish the new 
convent about to be opened in Seamount House. 
The name Seamount has been retained in grateful 
remembrance of Mrs.Elizabeth Nally.

Very Rev. Canon Fahy was the P.P of Kinvara during 
these eventful times and he left no stone unturned 
in helping the Sisters to establish the Convent and 
Seamount College. He provided sound advice, practical, 
cultural and spiritual help and showed great concern 
for the health and wellbeing of the Sisters. He is 
remembered as a truly great friend to Seamount. His 
successor, Canon Micheal Garrah, who became P.P in 
1944, was also very supportive of Seamount and was 
instrumental in establishing a link between the school 
and the Red Cross society.

In the 1920s, Mrs. Elizabeth Nally, Canon Fahy, the 
Sisters of Mercy and the local benefactors worked 
together tirelessly to bring the Seamount project 
to fruition.

Seamount College opened its doors on the feast of Our 
Lady of Mercy, September 24th, 1922

We owe these early pioneers a debt of gratitude. 
Perhaps a proverb attributed to Chinese wisdom 
captures the essence of what I want to say: “Those 
who draw water and those who drink the water ought 
to remember who dug the well”. Leaba I measc na 
Naomh go raibh acu.

I settled into life in Seamount College between the years 
1974- 1982. Srs. Mercy Mongey, Fidelma Mullins and 
Mary Brosnan were supportive Superiors. Everybody 
gave of their best. Food was lovingly prepared and served 
by Srs. Veronica and Mary Assumpta while Srs. Patricia 
and Valerie cared for the boarders. Teaching staff were 
very committed to the wellbeing of their students and 
dedicated to excellence in teaching and learning. Where 
would we have been without our obliging, capable and 
loyal caretaking staff? I remember with gratitude the late 
Mrs. Burke and Peadar Mc Cormack and I salute the loyal 

contribution which Tommy Mc Cormack made during 
my time and which he continues to make to the present 
day. We had so many friends in Kinvara that it would be 
impossible to thank them all. On my first Christmas Eve 
in Kinvara I remember accompanying the late Sr.Joseph 
as she brought the students carol singing. The town 
was busy. As the joyful,soulful notes of “Angels We Have 
Heard on High” filled the December air, those who were 
having a seasonal drink made their way to greet us at 
the pub door, sang along and generously contributed 
to the box for charity. There has always been a rich 
musical tradition in Kinvara and some students who 
were boarders in Seamount were gifted musicians. We 
had many successes at Feiseanna and at Slógadh. Srs. 
Mary Brosnan, Hilda Cleary, Fidelma Mullins and Gary Ó 
Briain made a huge contribution to music in Seamount. 
During these years, thanks to the help of Mairtín Davy Ó 
Coisdeala, and our two consecutive Curates, Fr. Michael 
Brennan and Fr.Patrick Callanan, we were privileged to 
have the school involved in broadcasting mass from 
Radio na Gaeltachta. This would be followed by a concert 
of traditional music, song and poetry. Art and craft 
flourished under the talented Sr. Mary Sacred Heart and 
there were many tasty fish dishes from Sr. Laurence’s 
kitchen. The school achieved well academically and was 
a pilot school for the teaching of Social and Environment 
Studies(SESP). We had excellent students

Our Parish Priest, Canon Bernard Mulkerrins, was 
a very faithful friend to Seamount. He was very 
kind,shrewd and had a very quick wit. He knew every 
family in the parish and took a great interest in the 
students in the schools. We were blessed to have him 
as our Parish Priest and spiritual mentor.

Hockey was a very popular and successful sport 
under our teacher, Mr Gerry Barrett. Tennis was well 
established but basketball had not taken off because 
of a lack of proper facilities. Our new curate, Fr. Michael 
Brennan, had a keen interest in the sport and helped us 
set up the basketball court and shared his skills with 
eager students . Fr. Patrick Callanan, also a curate in 
Kinvara, helped us set up a “clock-golf”. It was much 
appreciated. I am glad to have the opportunity to thank 
our curates for their faithful spiritual guidance and 
practical help

I got to know Seamount very well and enjoyed 
Cruinniú na mBád as the boats sailed into “Auld 
Kinvara Quay”. I am grateful to all who were part of 
Seamount in the years 1974-1982. May Seamount be 
blessed abundantly in this Century and in the years  
to come.

Ad Multos Annos! 

Ad Multos Annos!
Former principal Sr Maura Crowe remembers her time in Seamount

I can remember the first time that I heard of Seamount 
College, Kinvara.

It was around May of 1956. I was a pupil in Kells N.S. I 
overheard my mother saying to a friend that I would be 
going to Secondary school in Gort. “My daughter will be 
a boarder in Seamount. I’ll put her through the ropes”, 
replied the proud father.

This response set me thinking. Seamount seemed 
very far away, it seemed to have a mystique about 
it, the X factor, someplace where the brave and 
ambitious would enter and on their return would 
have “changed utterly” and for the better. I could 
hardly wait to get home and ask my father where 
Seamount was to be found.

He told me about the seaside town of Kinvara, 
recalling fair days he had attended, boats from 
Connemara loaded down with turf, and Seamount, 
a beautiful building on an eminence overlooking the 
Atlantic Ocean. He added a few bars of “The Queen 
of Connemara”, and I had this romanticised picture of 
Kinvara, wherein could be found the elusive Seamount. 
Time went by, and I commenced my secondary 
education in St.Joseph’s Convent of Mercy, Gort.

One big event in the year was the Liturgical Festival and 
who was coming to the capital of South Galway? The 
girls from Seamount! They came, they sang, they were 
impressive. We,from St.Joseph’s were at our best, too!

The years went by and I entered the Mercy Order, in 
Gort. In 1963, as Postulants, my companion and I were 
brought to Seamount for a production of  the Geisha 
Girl, directed by Sr.Cecilia Corless, a distinguished 
musician and native of Kinvara. It was my first visit 
to Seamount and my first time in the auditorium. The 
musical was very enjoyable and the Sisters were very 
gracious and hospitable.

In August 1974 I was transferred to Seamount 
College. These were the early days  of the wonderful 

introduction of Free Education and Bus Scoile. However 
Boarding Schools would suffer and Seamount was 
plunged into a crisis. Its future was threatened but local 
support and a dedicated staff ensured that it would 
make a full recovery.By the mid-seventies numbers 
had risen again and the boarding school had reached 
maximum capacity. I became principal in 1975 and I 
am delighted to be able to compliment the Sisters of 
Mercy, staff, students and parents who made such an 
extraordinary contribution to Seamount when support 
and loyalty were most needed.

I took a special interest in the history of Seamount. 
There were two photographs on the mantelpiece in 
the Community Room, which I wanted to know more 
about. One was of Mrs. Elizabeth Nally and the other of 
Very Rev. M . Canon Fahy, P.P.Kinvara. They both played 
significant roles in the setting up of Seamount College.
Mrs. Elizabeth Nally feared for the safety of her home, 
Seamount House,during the time of the Black and Tans 
and the Civil War. It had been her secret wish to donate 
Seamount House and its surrounding five and a half 
acres of land to the Sisters of Mercy, Kinvara. It was a 
magnificent gift. Around September 1921 she made 
known her wish to the SIsters of Mercy. Most Rev. Dr. 
O’Dea, then the Bishop of Galway, was informed and he 
gladly gave his wholehearted support and granted all 
the necessary permissions.

There was great unrest in Ireland in 1921 and ensuing 
years. The Sisters of Mercy were advised to put 
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Past Pupil Profile: Nicola Anderson
Irish Independent journalist Nicola Anderson looks back on her school days in 
Seamount.
 IT doesn’t take much to transport me back to those 
days in Seamount. The cawing of rooks in the trees, 
a hint of woodsmoke smelling like pencil shavings in 
the air or the pearly light of the early morning. All these 
things instantly bring me back to being the girl in the 
scratchy navy wool jumper cycling frantically up the 
backroads of Ballinderreen, just in the nick of time for 
the school bus.

 My mother sometimes forced a rasher sandwich on 
me as I headed, protesting, out the door – I don’t think 
she realised just how impossible it was to eat and 
simultaneously pedal like a bat out of hell. My breakfast 
habits are better these days – but what I wouldn’t 
give for her to be around now to make me a rasher 
sandwich.

We always arrived in Kinvara too early – plenty of 
time for a chat as we did a circle around the town, 
up the Green Road and in the back gate in time for 
morning prayers. Heaven forbid you would be late 
coming across the yard and get a stern reprimand 
from Sr Laurence, rapping sharply with her ring on the 
windowpane. I was amazed it never shattered.

 It’s funny the things you remember, 30 years later. A 
friendly wink from Deirdre Heffernan on my first day 
as a petrified 12 year old. The poster of Rick Astley 
my friend Avril Burke had cut out of Smash Hits 
and devotedly sellotaped to her folder. Well, it was 
1987. Ruth Quinn singing Belinda Carlyle hits during 
lunchbreak. The excitement of opening night of our 
fourth year production of Oklahoma!

On rainy days, we would sometimes be allowed to 
watch a video in the Science Lab. Once it was Monty 
Python’s Life of Brian and Sr Laurence happened to 
look in during the crucifixion scene. She was touchingly 
overjoyed with our devotion. Regretfully, that all came 
to an end when someone brought in Dirty Dancing and 
she, again, happened to look in. It looked much worse 
than it actually was.

Why doesn’t anything seem quite as funny as it does 
when you are a teenager in school and absolutely, 
positively, not supposed to laugh at that particular 
moment?

I realised early on that I wanted to be a journalist. 
Essays were something I felt I could do. But the careers 
guidance teacher at the time was not a particularly 
enlightened man and insisted that I was ‘too shy’ to be 
a journalist. He was wrong, actually. I know lots of shy 
journalists.

I did my Leaving Cert in 1992 and dutifully filled in 
my CEO/CAS form. By the time I was given a chance 
to change it, I barely recognised this person whose 
maths were ropey at best but apparently thought she 
was a fit for the business world. I redid the whole thing 
and thankfully, got enough points to study Arts in 
NUIG (then UCG). From there, I did a H.Dip in Applied 
Communications – the course is now a masters in 
journalism – and from there I got a placement in the 
Irish Independent and the Irish Examiner. From there I 
went back to the Irish Independent – and I’ve never left. 

What’s kept me there is that no two days are ever the 
same. And it’s put me in some interesting places – 
as well as many random ones. The signing of the St 
Andrew’s Agreement, the 1916 commemorations and 
some spin-tingling verdicts in high profile murder trials. 
I stood close enough to Angela Jolie to see an ink blot 
on her hand. Mostly, I like meeting people – any people 
- and telling their stories. 

With three children of my own now, aged 15, 12 and 10 
I wouldn’t dream of being so bold as to offer advice. 
Only, maybe, trust yourself – because you will never be 
too far away from the person you are right now at this 
very moment. 

Past Pupil Profile: Marie Burns
We catch up with Galway University Hospital’s Director of Nursing, Marie Burns, 
class of 1994
I attended Seamount College from Sept 1989 – June 
1994. I really enjoyed my time here and made great 
friends with whom I am still in regular contact. The 
things I remember about Seamount is our daily 
walk around the village prior to school starting, our 
production of Calamity Jane and our school tour to 
Europe. On completion of my Leaving Certificate I 
was really unsure of what career path I would take so 
opted for a course in University of Limerick initially. I 
enjoyed it, however on reflection it was more the social 
life I enjoyed and not the content of the course. After 
completing two years I decided it was not for me. I 
had undertaken work as a Health Care Assistant with 
the brothers of Charity and liked it so decided I would 
pursue a career in Nursing. I worked as a healthcare 
assistant in Our Lady’s Hospice in Harold’s Cross for 
2 years and applied for Nursing. I was accepted to 
Intellectual Disability Nursing in Dublin but decided 
I would prefer General Nursing. I had missed the 
September start date in Ireland so I researched the UK 
and discovered there were two intakes each year so 
applied and was successful with a commencement 
date of March 1998 in City University London. 

This was a huge change but one whereby I have never 
looked back. I lived in the East End of London and 
worked at the Royal London Hospital for 7 years, where 
I made friends for life and got the most invaluable 
experience. From London I moved to Australia and 
worked as a nurse there for a year. The beauty of 
a nursing qualification is it enables you to travel. 
Following my travels I moved to Dublin and worked as 
a Clinical Nurse Manager in the Emergency Department 
and Acute Medical Unit for 7 years . I then relocated to 
Galway and worked as a Respiratory Nurse Specialist 
in the community for a short period of time. I enjoyed 
this but felt my strengths were in Management. I then 
got a promotion to Clinical Nurse Manager 3 in the 
Emergency Department then progressed to Assistant 
Director of Nursing for Emergency Department 
(ED),Acute Medical Unit (AMU) AND patient Flow. 

In January 2020 I was promoted to Director of 
Nursing for Galway University Hospital, which has 
been very challenging as I have been involved with a 
pandemic and cyber attack. This involves managing 
approximately 3000 staff over two sites. I have a 
fantastic nursing team in Galway University Hospital 
and am very proud of the services we provide. 
My advice to Students today is that nothing is 
insurmountable and if you are not sure of your career 
pathway don’t worry as there are lots of alternative 
options. I have enjoyed my journey and travel provided 
me with lots of opportunities. Working in different 
healthcare systems broadens your mind. The other 
thing I would say is that I have 3 children under 10, 
and although it can be a  challenge at times it is 
manageable with support.
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‘Sisters recall fond memories of 
Seamount’
This article, marking the departure of the Sisters of Mercy from Seamount 
College, was first published in The Clare Champion, Dec 31st, 2009, and is 
reprinted here with their kind permisssion

AUGUST 2009 was a landmark in the history of 
Seamount College in Kinvara. The remaining three 
members of the congregation who founded the school 
in 1921 moved to Gort, leaving behind the seaside, the 
school and the community that had meant so much to 
them.

“We really had mixed feelings,” recalled Sr Pius Doherty. 

“We knew once the school was being leased that we 
had to go. It is all the one building, so it wouldn’t have 
been possible to stay. We were lonely, leaving, still are,” 
Sr Caoimhín Ní Chonghaile revealed.

The sisters had a long association with Seamount. On 
Sunday, April 28, 1878, four sisters led by Sr Aloysius 
Doyle, a veteran of the Crimean War, took up their 
abode in a premises that had been acquired from the 
Murray family and on land donated by Blake Forster 

of Galway. The sisters immediately delivered primary 
education and in 1921, when they acquired Seamount 
House, they started a boarding school and according to 
the congregation had a thriving Secondary Top at first. 
After a few years, this became a full class-A secondary 
school.

Sr Berchmans Liddy attended the second-level school 
in Kinvara before she entered the order in Gort, a 
decision heavily influenced by her teenage years in 
Seamount.

“I think being a past pupil of the school, it did affect my 
vocation. The Sisters of Mercy were the natural choice 
because I knew a bit about them. I didn’t know much 
about the other orders at the time,” she outlined.

Sr Berchmans returned to the school in 1948, when 
there were 70 boarders and 50 day pupils. She spent 
some 25 years in the school, where she described the 
pupils as “industrious” and eager to do well in exams.

It was a difficult time in Ireland and according to Sr 
Berchmans, many of the girls who attended Seamount 
were faced with few employment opportunities locally.

“A good number of them went to Dublin or England. 
They would have gotten into the civil service in Dublin 
and then others would have gone teaching or nursing 
in England,” she explained.

Despite teaching in many schools in North Clare and 
Galway, Seamount remained her favourite.

“There was a lovely view of the sea and the Burren 
mountains and the sunsets there were really beautiful,” 
Sr Berchmans recalled.

Well-known local historian, Sr De Lourdes Fahy arrived 
at the school in 1961 and remained there for nine 
years, teaching history, geography, English and maths.

“There were more boarders then than day pupils and 
the boarders rarely got home. I was a junior and I had 
a lot to do with them. It was the ‘swinging ’60s and I 
learned a lot,” she remembered.

Sr De Lourdes recalled one particularly historic 
moment she spent in the school.

“The boarders had to amuse themselves most of the 
time and we only got television in time for Kennedy’s 
death. I remember the boarders crying when they 
heard,” she said.

A more relevant moment for the sisters was to occur 
two years later, as the Second Ecumenical Council of 
the Vatican was to draw to a close.

“At the time of Vatican II, things were beginning to 
change and life was beginning to become more open,” 
she outlined.

Sr Maura Crowe worked in Seamount during the 1970s, 
which was a time of transformation in the educational 
system nationwide.

“I went to Kinvara at a time when a change was coming 
in education. Free transport was being introduced 
and it was reducing the number of boarders at the 
school. That was quite serious because the number 
of boarders at the time was higher than the number of 
day pupils,” she outlined.

“This was at a time when the Department of Education 
was closing small schools and Seamount was 
earmarked,” Sr Maura recalled. The school was given a 
five-year reprieve on condition that enrolment reached 
150 students. The numbers of boarders increased once 
again and the school was allowed to remain open.

From the early 1970s, Seamount College was involved 
in the Curriculum Development Centre, based at St 
Patrick’s Comprehensive School in Shannon. The role 
of the centre under Dr Diarmaid Ó Donnabháin was 
to inform national policy with regard to second-level 
education. This meant that Seamount was a pilot for 
the social and environment studies project at the time.

“The curriculum unit laid the foundation for the change 
in education from the formal and academic to the 
creative,” she stated.

One of her favourite elements of her time in Seamount 
was the wealth of music in the school.

“There was lots of music in the school. The people 
were great and we had wonderful students among the 
local population and among the boarders who came 
from Tipperary, Dublin, England, America, Clare and 
Mayo.”

Sr Mary Brosnan worked in the school from 1980 to 1986, 
having previously worked in Ennistymon and Lisdoonvarna.

“It was an exciting time to be there. The school had 
improved now that we had confidence in the numbers. 
The number of boarders increased so that at one 
point there were a lot of people coming into Kinvara 
for their education. It was a seaside village and a lot 
of new houses were being built, increasing the local 
population. The school was thriving,” she reflected.

“I loved it there. I love the seaside anyway but the 
people were really wonderful. We were going out a lot 
more then than in the early days,” Sr Mary recollected.

She has great memories of other religious that were 
there during her time. Rising at 6.30am for 7.30am 
mass, Sr Mary acknowledged that it wasn’t easy 
working in a boarding school.

“They were tough times. There were lots of early 
mornings and late nights, trying to get the boarders off 
to bed,” she remembered.

For the pupils, school started at 9am and continued 
until 4pm. Study took place from 5pm to 7pm, with a 
further study period from 8pm to 9.30pm. Lights were 
turned out between 10pm and 11pm. Many of the 
boarders went home just once each quarter, while for 
others it was once a month. The boarders were phased 
out in 1994 but support from local primary schools 
ensured that the school sustained its teacher numbers.
Sr Caoimhín had lived in Seamount since 1983. The 
late ’80s and early ’90s marked a decade of change in 
education at Seamount, as the emphasis moved from 
formal academia to a more holistic education.
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“There is a great emphasis on building the whole 
person,” she reflected. “The weak students are really 
helped. There is no one missed out on.”

She recalled how attitudes within the church altered 
during her time in the South Galway seaside village.

“Life has changed for us as sisters since we came to 
Kinvara. Before that, we as religious had been always 
inside. There we were suddenly outside mixing with the 
people,” she revealed.

Sr Pius Doherty,though officially retired for 15 years, 
remained as a remedial teacher, something she loved 
doing.

“I thought we were nearly enclosed while the boarders 
were in the school. We were tied to the boarders really 
but when they went, we could leave at our leisure after 
school,” she mused.

Sr Pius believed it would be extremely difficult for the 
sisters to run a boarding school today.

“It was easier to please girls in the past. They used 
to go on long walks to pass the time but towards the 
end you couldn’t get them out. They wanted to watch 
videos or television,” she claimed.

“I was a day pupil myself. I marvelled at the boarders 
for the way they adjusted,” Sr Maura remarked. “When I 
was at school I believed that there was more of a bond 
between the boarders and the convent. I came and 
went but they were there all the time,” she continued.

However, Sr Caoimhín was a boarder during her school 
days and she maintained that there was no distinction 
between day girls and boarders.

The noughties proved a difficult time for the sisters and 
for the people of the area, as Seamount College faced 
the threat of closure.

Sr Mary Brosnan remembered the spirit of the 
community at the time.

“People really appreciated the place. They showed that 
when the department wanted to close the school,” she 
recalled.

Sr Caoimhín has high praise for all those involved in the 
efforts to save the school, especially former principal 
Eileen Mulkerrins and the organisation set up to lobby 
for the retention of the school.

“The RESCUE group was great. Thank God the 
campaign was successful and the school is now 
leased to the department,” she sighed.

The move to Gort in August of Srs Berchmans, Pius 
and Caoimhín was historic, in that it represented the 
end of the sisters’ 80-year tradition of second-level 
education in Kinvara.

“I feel our legacy is that of caring for each individual 
who attended the school. I think we leave a legacy of 
each person being looked after in an individual way,” Sr 
Pius surmised.

The local community held a celebration to 
acknowledge the contribution the sisters have made to 
the local community, with mass being held, followed by 
dinner in the Pier Head, Kinvara.
 

Past Pupil Profile: Martina O’Donovan
The owner of Harper’s boutique, Martina O’ Donovan (nee Fallon) class of 2001 
shares her thoughts on Seamount 
I attended Seamount College from 1996 to 2001.  
Eileen Mulkerrins was the School Principal during this 
time, and still to this day would have a genuine interest 
in my life and career when we meet. 

I own a Boutique on Mainguard Street, in Galway 
city called Harper, which is a ladies clothing store.  I 
started out in 2007 when I was 23. I also have another 
business called Ellie & Dal, which is a bridesmaid 
specialist  boutique that I opened in 2015.

 I enjoyed my time in Seamount College very much and 
made great friends who are still a big part of my life. 

The memories that come back when I think of my 
time there are Ms Murphy training us at hockey  on 
our lunch breaks.  Two great school tours to France 
and Spain under the fun-loving, watchful eye of Sheila 
Conneely , and the Mikado musical in 4th year.  My 
most cherished memory is being collected by my Dad 
going home for lunch on rainy days. It was not a long 
walk but the thoughtful lift on those wet days was 
always appreciated. 

After my Leaving Cert I went to College in Limerick and 
studied Business, it seemed to be the natural choice for 
me as I had grown up in a family business in Kinvara.  
My parents Marty & Maura Fallon owned a grocery 
store and guest house and I had always wanted to 
follow in their footsteps and run my own business. 
 
After College I spent 2 years as a trainee accountant 
which has been a great foundation for me in business.  
In 2007 an opportunity arose to start out on my own, 
I was young and fearless and grabbed it with both 
hands. It’s 14 years on now and I am thrilled I took the 
chance. 

In those years, I have moved  the business location 
twice, opened a 2nd store, rebranded, survived the 
recession, set up an online store, I’ve won business 

woman of the year, I got married and had 3 children.  
To say the least, the last 14 years have been eventful.

My job involves managing the store on a day to day 
basis, I travel quite a lot buying for the upcoming 
seasons, while also running the online store. 

 I love doing what I do and appreciate that every day. 

My advice to students is to trust your intuition, your 
first thoughts are rarely wrong. Do not be afraid to take 
a chance and most of all, believe in yourself.  
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I was never unhappy in Seamount. When 
I arrived in 1954 Sr Berchmans put my 
arm under her elbow, the start of a very 

loving relationship. She made Christmas 
cakes with us in first year. I wasn’t 

yet 12, she was like my mother. I still 
make cakes. I had and still have a great 
relationship with the Sisters of Mercy

Feeling the support of your teachers and 
principal, no pupil was ever excluded. 
We were all encouraged to reach our 
full potential. There was an excellent 

rapport between the teachers and 
pupils, we spent a LOT of time  

laughing together.

For the most part, I have only fond 
memories of my time in Seamount. If I 
had to pick a single standout moment, 
it would be the visit of the Prince and 
Princess of Japan to the school. Even 
though we had to put on our uniforms 

and go into the school on weekend, 
we didn’t mind too much as we got to 

meet royalty!

Loads of them, sneaking over to the castle on 
Sundays behind the wall for scones. Doing the 

end of year plays. Managing to get the castle for 
our graduation (don’t know how we managed 

that) working on “the scope” our newspaper. The 
constant battles to have a window in the dorm. 
Insisting that having a poster of Cliff Richard 

on my cubicle wall was cool! Shaking trees with 
hockey sticks hoping bird poo would fall on you so 

you could wash your hair. The constant summer 
planning for road trips that never brought us 

further than 20 miles in a circle.

Nice Memories

The days we would get the 
holidays, we used to dance 
before we went to bed. This 
was in the ambulatory which 

was like a hall.

Playing cards at 
break

Nomination  
for student  
of the year

I couldn’t wait to get out of it at the time,  
like everyone else. But in hindsight I know now  

that the nuns were often kind to us in ways we didn’t 
realize then. And, if you showed an interest in a subject, 

they went out of their way to encourage you. I wanted 
to do Music, but it wasn’t on the curriculum. Sr Gerard 

found out what was involved and taught me the Leaving 
Cert Music course. Her enthusiasm and patience were 

amazing, as well as her courage in tackling the new 
challenge. I think that was the first time it was done at 

Seamount. I don’t know if it’s still on  
the school curriculum.

Memories

Playing hockey, winning 
matches and the singing in 
the way home. Getting my 

leaving cert results and saying 
a prayer in the chapel by myself 
beforehand, I met Sr Pius there 

and she was really kind.

Paddy the Gardener - he would 
have word to the Sisters if he 

spotted you downtown  
at lunchtime!

I cut my shoulder one time and I 
remember having to go to Sr Lawrence’s 

office and she took great care of me. I got 
iodine on my uniform by accident, and 
she lent me a spare one and laundered 

my damaged shirt without any hesitation 
or bother. She had everything under the 

sun in that little office of hers. Every time 
she caught us sitting on a radiator or a 

cold step at lunchtime, she used to kill us 
telling us we’d get haemorrhoids!

I got on very well with all the 
boarders in my year and they 

used to come home with me on 
a Friday evening for a few hours. 

That was fun!
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‘SOWING THE SEED’
Eileen Mulkerrins, Principal 1995-2009

In the morning sow your seed, and in the evening do 
not let your hand rest, for you know not which seed will 
grow and which will not.  
 
This statement taken loosely from the Bible is 
applicable to the uncertain beginnings of Seamount 
College. Within a few months of the gifting of 
Seamount House and grounds to the Mercy Sisters 
by Mrs Elizabeth Nally, a decision was made to found 
a secondary school for girls to be named Seamount 
College. Without much time to plan or prepare the 
school doors opened to 12 students on September 
24th 1922, the feast of Our Lady of Mercy. 

My mother and aunt boarded in Seamount and it was 
through them that I became aware of a vibrant young 
school where the bar was set to move ever higher with 
a teaching staff of just four teaching Sisters and a 
teaching Principal. One of the earliest memories of my 
childhood is of my mother and granny in conversation 
affirming that Seamount was the best school. Forward 
planning for the girls in our family was evidently afoot.

Mahatma Gandhi said that ‘’strength does not come 
from physical capacity but from an indomitable will’’. 
Sr Ignatius with her indomitable spirit, determination, 
vision and the support of the Education Board 
Inspectorate coaxed Seamount into a school with a 
reputation for excellence in a matter of a decade. It 

became an All Irish School with a broad curriculum that 
in addition to core subjects taught French, Science, 
Drawing, Domestic Science with extra-curricular 
provision for Music, the Arts and Personal, Social 
and Physical Development of the girls. Inclusiveness 
was a feature of the school from the beginning with 
all subjects available to all students at all levels. 
Seamount College was approved as a Matriculation 
Examination Centre for both boys and girls aspiring 
to go to University while a course in Shorthand and 
Typing was in place for girls who chose to move on to 
the world of work.

If Sr Ignatius was the Head of Seamount College taking 
care of academic standards and ensuring an holistic 
education, Sr Evangelist was its Heart. Noted for her 
kindness and compassion, she was an older Sister who 
welcomed parents to the parlour for refreshments and 
a chat. In modern terms she filled home school liaison 
and pastoral care roles and established the caring 
ethos of the school. The picture of Our Lady  (shown) 
was a gift from Sr Evangelist to my granny in the early 
1930s. It graced a wall in our family home throughout 
our lives, moving house when we did and symbolised 
for me the love and concern for the extended family of 
their students that characterised Seamount College. 
The picture is now a religious icon and family heirloom 
in the home of her great great grandchildren in London. 
  
Sr Ignatius took every opportunity to broaden the 
outlook of students, to embrace altruism and avoid 
insularity. To that end she took steps to create links 
with Europe. As early as 1929 fifteen students travelled 
on pilgrimage to religious shrines in Lourdes, Paris and 
Lisieux during the Easter holidays and were proud to 
have been chosen to lead the procession in Lourdes. 
In 1946, Seamount College was happy to respond 
to the humanitarian call of the Irish Red Cross for 
accommodation in its boarding school for one German 
and 6 French girls displaced during World War 11. 
It was a rare inter-cultural opportunity in the 1940s. 
Just as the oasis of care, order and peace afforded 
the visiting girls during their stay in Seamount College 

would never be forgotten by them, so the impact 
of their presence on the spirit of Seamount would 
remain alive. The Red Cross maintained their link with 
the school keeping them informed of human need in 
areas of conflict and famine worldwide. The students 
responded by studying the issues, creating awareness, 
doing projects and fundraising. The enthusiasm and 
diligence of their involvement earned many Seamount 
students a Red Cross scholarship to train as nurses 
in Dublin hospitals. This valuable global and social 
awareness-raising experience was a model which 
decades of Seamount students have followed. In the 
year 2000 a CSPE class was selected by Trócaire to 
participate in planning their Lenten Campaign and in 
delivering it in local schools and at weekend masses.  
Currently the whole school is involved in the Link Aid 
model of partnership and exchange with a secondary 
School in Ghana. As Aristotle says ‘we are what we 

repeatedly do. Excellence then is not an act but a habit’.
As the first lay teacher to have been appointed Principal 
of Seamount College my thoughts were captured in 
Patrick Kavanagh’s verse: 

‘I who have not sown,
I too

By God’s grace may come to harvest
And proud,

As the bowed
Reapers

At the Assumption
Murmur thanksgiving’.

Fortified by the depth of the influence on me of 5 
years spent as a boarder in the school and by the 
support and advice of the Mercy Sisters, whose 
convent was connected to the school by a swing 

Eileen Mulkerrins (centre) and staff on her final day as principal
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door, I could not have strayed far from the path. I 
became acquainted with a teaching staff in whom 
the spirit of Seamount was already embedded: whose 
gentleness combined with committed teaching 
enabled each student to reach her potential and 
whose generosity to go the extra mile helped students 
follow their passion and develop their talents in extra-
curricular areas. The contribution of the Mercy West 
education office in providing ongoing professional 
and leadership development training to their Mercy 
schools ensured that Seamount was at the forefront 
in planning and developing policies in line with the 
Education Act 1998. 
 
In 2007 the Mercy Sisters Western Province 
announced that they were withdrawing as trustees 
of the school and that there would be no further 
enrolment of students at Seamount College. A 
big debt of gratitude is owed by all connected 
with Seamount College to the RESCUE (Retain 
Education at Seamount College United) group 
which was promptly formed on the announcement. 
While membership of RESCUE comprised parents, 
teachers, students, past students and the wider 
Kinvara community, a key group of experts amongst 
them put their lives on hold for almost a year while 
they focused on conducting a survey of population 
growth within Seamount catchment area. The 
result was a landmark document aimed at the 
Department of Education and Science amongst 
others, containing convincing statistical evidence 
that the closure of the school would result in an 
accommodation crisis for 2nd level students in 
the general South Galway area within a very few 
years. Through political lobbying the group secured 
an undertaking from the Minister for Education & 
Science that a 2nd level School would be provided 
in Kinvara. A core demand was that such a school 
must be co-educational. Coincidentally, a fortuitous 
visit to our staffroom by Bishop Martin Drennan 
brought a ray of light and hope. Our plea to him 
to consider the viability of Galway Diocese taking 
over the trusteeship of Seamount College was a 
shot in the dark. Magnanimously, he undertook to 
bring the matter for consideration at diocesan level. 
A positive outcome would have the triple effect 
of relieving the Mercy Sisters of trusteeship, of 
securing the religious character of the school and 
of enabling co-education. Two months ahead of the 
opening date for the new school year the RESCUE 
group’s determined negotiation with the Mercy 
Sisters, Western Province, brought the desired result. 
Enrolment could take place the following September. 
One year later the school became co-educational 
under the Patronage of the Bishop of Galway.

The RESCUE Document also highlighted the valuable 
resource that Seamount College was for the local 
Community: 
• A strong and inclusive school ethos operating a 

non-selective, take-all-comers policy with classes 
of mixed ability from the full spectrum of socio-
economic backgrounds; 

• an ethos demonstrated by the care and attention 
given to special needs students, helping them 
to achieve measurable academic levels at State 
Exams and thereby giving them the best chance of 
achieving a future of their choosing;

• he dedicated commitment and talents of high 
calibre teachers and school management to 
deliver a modern, diverse and quality education to 
students, placing the school time and time again in 
the top ranks in academic achievement.

They also point out that it is not just its excellent 
teaching staff and high academic success that 
makes Seamount College so special; rather it is its 
holistic approach to education which centres on 
developing each student as a whole person rather than 
concentrating on academic pursuits alone. Through 
their talent, creativity and determination the teachers, 
year after year, enable their pupils to excel in a wide 
range of extra-curricular areas:  the Arts, Media, Public 
Speaking, Citizenship, Environment, Enterprise, Sport.

On a recent unscheduled visit to Seamount, I asked a 
group of boys where I might find the Principal.  One of 
them stepped forward to inform me that the Principal 
was away, would not be back that day nor would she 
be in the school the following day. To ensure that I 
was not disappointed in my visit he offered to show 
me to the Deputy Principal’s Office at the top of the 
building. Despite my protests that I knew my way, he 
insisted on trudging up 4 flights of stairs, knocking on 
the D.P.’s door to introduce a visitor! The action and 
attitude of that student was a display of his sense of 
ownership of and responsibility for the smooth running 
of the school; his desire to make someone’s day 
better and his unruffled skill at problem-solving. The 
charm of that incident and the overall wonder of how 
students at Seamount College imbibe the spirit of the 
school is best expressed in Seamus Heaney’s poem 
‘POSTSCRIPT’ (on Flaggy Shore):

‘It catches the heart off guard … and blows it open’.    
                                                                  

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE                               
 SOW THE SEED

Past Pupil Profile: Fiona Corless 
Soloist and secretary of the PPU Fiona Baldwin (nee Corless) class of 1986, 
shares her memories 

Seamount has always been so much more than a 
place where young women were educated. As a child 
growing up in Kinvara, that towering grey edifice 
perched on the hill was like the beating heart of the 
community. Before ever becoming a pupil there, I was 
already intimately acquainted with its corridors, study 
hall, chapel, and wooden staircase (which I dusted and 
polished several times over the years as punishment 
for minor misdemeanours) because Seamount was 
the location for many important events in the village’s 
history from Pioneer Association quizzes to Youth Club 
concerts to debates, musicals and even royal visits.

Traditionally, all the girls in the Corless family were 
dispatched to St. Michael’s in Navan, a Loreto order 
boarding school where our aunt (Sr Ignatius, Iggy) was 
Reverend Mother. Not me, though. I was never told why 
I was not shipped off to Co. Meath, but I suspect it may 

have been because my parents felt they needed to keep 
a close watch on my comings and goings! Whatever 
the reasons, on Tuesday 1st September 1981, I donned 
a white shirt and navy skirt, tie and jumper, and made 
my way up the tree-lined steps in the company of my 
best friend Caitriona Monahan to begin a five-year stint 
in Seamount.

My memories of secondary school are largely positive, 
although dusting encounters with the aforementioned 
wooden stairs are also indelibly etched into my psyche. 
Our class was a relatively balanced mix of day pupils 
and boarders who came from near (New Quay) and 
far (Quin, Corofin, Ruan and even Cork). As a day pupil 
with freedom of movement, I was a regular ‘personal 
shopper’ for pals who were confined to the school 
grounds but wished to sample the many delights that 
lined the shelves of Regan’s sweet shop. 
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It is said that the influence of a good teacher can 
never be erased and when not shopping in Regan’s, 
I was fortunate to have been taught by several great 
educators. As a child, I dreamed about becoming 
a doctor; indeed, Santa duly delivered the first 
stethoscope and white coat for Christmas 1977. 
During my time in Seamount, I continued to foster that 
ambition, but it was not to be, despite excellent efforts 
by Ms Geraldine Connors to bring me up to speed 
in Maths and Biology. The influence of two excellent 
French teachers (Ms Murphy & Mrs McDonagh) and 
several summer trips to Brittany proved too compelling 
and so rather than attending UCG to study medicine as 
my parents expected, I set off to the big smoke to study 
Applied Languages—French and German Translating 
and Interpreting—in Dublin City University. An Erasmus 
year in Austria consolidated my love for languages and 
travelling, so upon graduating I packed up and moved 
to the UK with my then boyfriend (now husband), 
where I lived and worked for almost 10 years; London’s 
excellent flight connections also enabled me to travel 
with absolute ease. 

My first job, as a translator in the European Patent 
Office, was in a place called Welwyn Garden 
City, about 20 miles outside London. Despite its 
picturesque name, Welwyn Garden City had a strong 
commercial focus and was home to the well-known 
breakfast cereal Shredded Wheat. I remember being 
assaulted by the smell of the factory when the train 
doors opened on my first day; if you have ever been 
in Dublin when the Guinness factory is at peak 
production, you will be familiar with the kind of smell 
I mean. After a three-month contract at the EPO, 
I realised that I was keen to do more than simply 
translate other people’s output, and so I set off for 
London where I worked as a journalist with VNU 
Publications, one of the UK’s largest IT publishing 
houses. Three years later, I moved to Ziff Davis 
Publishing to take the helm at PC Direct magazine; it 
was rather serendipitous that our office overlooked 
Tower Bridge, another lofty grey stone building!

Despite London’s appeal, I felt the pull of the homeland. 
As my parents were getting older, and beginning to 
suffer ill-health, I made the difficult decision to return 
to Ireland. I was fortunate to get work with The Sunday 
Business Post as supplements editor and enjoyed 
three happy years in their Harcourt Street offices. The 
death of my father in January 2003 prompted me to 
re-evaluate my situation and so I decided to return to 
education.

Music had always played a part in my life. My mother 
was an organist, four of my father’s sisters taught 

music theory and played various instruments, and I 
played piano. While in Seamount, singing was part 
of everyday life (like it or not). We sang at morning 
prayers in the red hall, we sang for retreats, we sang at 
masses, we lined the avenue and sang as the Bishop 
arrived and departed after school visits, and we sang 
in choral competitions. I even served as accompanist 
to the choir on a few occasions—largely as a result 
of Sr Gertrude’s persuasive overtures! So returning 
to university to study music was not an unexpected 
outcome. 

In 2003, while still working in the Business Post, I 
enrolled on a music foundation course in the DIT 
Conservatory of Music and Drama. After a year, I was 
hooked and resigned from my job to enroll on their 
BMus program, specialising in vocal performance.  
Since graduation in 2008, I have spent the intervening 
years carving out a new career for myself. In addition 
to my work as a soloist, I have also performed with 
several opera companies and choirs in Ireland. In more 
recent years, I have added private teaching and choral 
conducting to the mix. In 2016, I returned to university 
to do a Masters in Liturgical Music and am currently 
doing a PhD in Musicology. 

While my career path to date has taken some 
interesting detours, I would not change a thing. And 
I am pretty sure that if it was not for my formative 
musical years in Seamount, I would not have 
arrived at this point in my life. As the great tennis 
player Arthur Ashe said: “Success is a journey, not 
a destination.” To this I would add: “Measure your 
achievements not by the approval of others, but by 
what you learn along the way.” 

Musicals in Seamount College
Music and drama has always been an integral part 
of the holistic education that students received at 
Seamount College. From the earlier years in the 
school, students put on dramas themselves, helped 
along by the teachers. They would choose a popular 
musical and sing a selection of the songs, along with 
choreographing some dance routines to them.
In 1994 the first musical was produced in its entirety. It 
was ‘Fiddler on The Roof’ and it filled the hall in Kinvara 
with excited parents and cast.  From then on musicals 
were produced every year.

1990 Oklahoma
1991 Joseph and his Dream Coat.
1992 Calamity Jane.
1993 Variety Show
1994 Fiddler On The Roof
1995 Oliver
1996 Sound of Music.
1997 My Fair Lady
1998 Annie

Millenium The Mikado.
2000 The Pirates of Penzance
2001 Joseph and his Dream Coat.
2002 The Wizard of Oz.
2003 Calamity Jane
2004 The Little Shop of Horrors
2005 Greece
2006 Fame
2007 Oliver
2008 The Sound Of Music.
2009 Cats
2010 Mama Mia
2011 The Wiz
2012 Seussical- Cat in The Hat
2013 Bugsy Malone
2014 Hairspray
2015 Back To The Eighties
2016 Guys and Dolls
2017 Grease
2018 All Shook Up
2019 High School Musical

The late Aiveen Anderson 
who accompanied the school 
musicals on the piano for  
many years.

The late Mary O’ Shaughnessy 
who aided in many school 
concerts
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Connacht Rugby Team Visits 
Seamount College
Excitement was palpable when Pat Lam and the 
Connacht rugby team paid a visit to Seamount College 
on October 10th, 2016.

As part of their community programme the team 
came to formally open our new sports pitch. The team 
trained on the new pitch and met with and spoke to 
the students. The local community were also invited to 
view the recently developed sports facilities and meet 
the team as well.

Afterwards we welcomed the team inside to view the 
school itself and the team delivered a very moving 
presentation to the students and staff entitled “Tackle 
your Feelings”. Pat Lam stressed the importance of 
talking about one’s feelings in a very affecting and 
impactful presentation.

And we will never forget the thrill of Bundee Aki leading 
the senior students in a Connacht team chant!
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Nothing major, I didn’t have my 
geography homework done and as 

punishment I had to attend lunch time 
detention. There was a time when I had 

done something and I had to ring my 
mother from the pay phone outside the 
office and tell her what I had done. That 

was worse than any detention!!

Once, a small group of us had 
a ‘party’ after lights out in the 

dormitory. One of the nuns came 
...out of nowhere! Next day the 
punishment was to clean all the 

doormats in the school!

Yes, for minor things like slipping out of 
the line on walks - someone often did this 
when passing John Peter O’Grady’s (Now 

the Merriman Hotel) and would re-join later. 
Whoever did it would have a shopping list for 

others. We sometimes got caught. I once got a 
few hand lashes for reading a newspaper while 

the teacher was on break - she spotted me from 
the window outside church which overlooked 

the classroom. That was the only time I 
experienced corporal punishment.

Getting the giggles  
in the chapel.

Getting in Trouble

I’m sure I did but nothing serious. 
One weekend I went home the girls 
snuck the boys into the dorm. That 
was a big scandal. Sometimes we’d 

get caught talking to boys in the 
basketball court

Where do I start!! Writing a note 
home to complain about myself 
in red pen. Having to read said 
note out to other boarders as a 
lesson to them all. Constantly 

getting caught in other people’s 
cubicles chatting.

Memories

I was a model 
student. Never got 

caught.

My misdemeanours usually went under the radar, 
other than breaches in uniform protocol which 

led to my having to polish the wooden stairs! I do 
remember my first day in Seamount well though. 

Our first class after lunch was maths with Mrs 
Conneely. I had rush back up to the school after 
lunch and had hiccups. During the prayer at the 
start of class I hiccupped loudly by accident and 
we all started to laugh. The punishment was to 
write out the Hail Mary 40 times that night. It 
took 2 full hours and my hand ached from it. I 

was disgusted that she never actually checked if I 
had done it or not…

Hmmm...! Yes. We were always fooling 
around. One occasion Myself and Patricia 

Hynes were messing near the staffroom and 
we bumped into a trophy cabinet and broke 
the glass. I still remember Frenchie coming 

out and saying “Horseplay Sister” to Sr 
Lawrence who asked what happened. There 
are other times I was in trouble, but it was 

always innocent messing...!

I was very bold and with 
 my 2 buddies (who shall remain  

nameless) set off a stink bomb in the lower 
classroom with absolutely no idea how bad 
the smell would be. Complete eejits!! The 

lower floors were evacuated for the day and I 
had to own up and was murdered!!!

Detention for a water fight. 
Not started by me!

A few times Mr Quinn and me didn’t see 
eye to eye. One time we all turned the 
desks around so when he came in we 

all had our back to him, was sent to the 
office but I didn’t go down I just sat in the 
hallway until the class was over and then 

hide in the bathroom.
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Past Pupil Teachers
Some of our former students enjoyed their time in Seamount so much that they 
decided to teach here! Here are some of their reflections on their own school 
days, and the changes they have witnessed upon their return.

Sheila Forde Conneely.

I started in SCK in September 1960. We cycled each 
day, wet or dry, there were no buses then. I did Inter 
Cert in 2nd year but was too young to skip a year. I 
repeated it in 3rd yr. I did my Leaving Cert in 1964. I 
was very happy there. My teachers were all nuns with 
the exception of Miss Delaney and Miss Gretta Ffrench. 
Miss Delaney taught French, I was not very good at it 
but I can still remember some of it. Goes to show what 
a good teacher she was.

I got a job in the Civil 
Service in Finance and 
my uncle visited from 
the States that year and 
offered to bring me to the 
USA!

I thoroughly enjoyed the 
US where I worked in an 
office with figures. I came 
back in 1970. As there were 

no jobs available I started College, a B.Comm. course. 
In 1975 I completed the H.Dip.in Ed. and got a job in 
Kilmihil teaching Maths.

After a year there I was offered a job in SCK by Sr. Mary 
of the Sacred Heart. The Group Cert was brought in 
by me. She was a far seeing nun for her time. I taught 
Business Studies and Maths to the Juniors, and 
Business Organisation and Accounting to the  Seniors.

All in all, between life as a pupil and life as a teacher I 
have spent nearly 40 years in SCK.

There were boarders in the school when I was in school 
and when I started teaching there. I have some fond 
memories of them.

My principals were, Sr. Mary of the Sacred Heart, Sr. 
Bernard, Sr. Lawrence, and Eileen Mulkerrins. I was very 
lucky to teach at the time as it was very easy and the 
girls were very easy to teach.
 

Brenda Hyland

My earliest memory of Seamount College is as a 
young child, with my father while he was delivering 
meat to the boarding school. My father, Marty Fallon, 
owned a local shop and he supplied Seamount with 
the meat at the time. I remember the manicured 
grass, the beautiful views and the shining kitchen. 
There was a wonderful work ethic clearly evident from 
one end of the school to the other. These are happy 
memories.

I entered 1st year in Seamount with a great group of 
friends from Kinvara primary school.As we nudged 
our way through secondary school, we had a great 
time playing hockey, being involved in the 4th year 
musical and I suppose, just growing up! I also 
developed very strong friendships with students from 
Clarinbridge, Northampton, Doorus and New Quay 
primary schools. Sister Laurence, Sister Pius and 
Sister Caoimhin were the backbone of Seamount in 
those days. They were very kind to us and they were 
constantly reinforcing the importance of keeping the 
school clean. They would ensure that each evening 
that the classrooms were left spotless. I always 
found the nuns to be very kind, caring and through 
encouragement they embedded a great sense of self 
belief in each of us.

When I was 15 years old, Maura Greaney was 
my Home Economics teacher. Through Maura’s 
guidance I won an All Ireland Cookery competition. 
(pictured below, alongside my parents and Sr 

Laurence) At that stage, I was undecided between 
becoming a Primary School teacher or a Home 
Economics teacher. Once I won the All Ireland, I 
decided that the Home Economics route was the one 
I would go down. I’m grateful for that now as I have 
thoroughly enjoyed my career.

From St. Angela’s College, in Sligo, after qualifying 
as a Home Economics teacher, I started teaching in 
the Presentation College in Tuam. I loved my time 
there and made friends for life. In 2011 I moved to 
St. Angela’s College in Sligo to lecture in Education 
for two years, which was a great opportunity to 
experience education from a different perspective . In 
2013, my husband Aaron and I decided that we would 
settle in Kinvara. Six years later, the opportunity came 
up to return to teach in Seamount College. We had 
three young children, Ryan, Ben and Aimee so I was 
delighted to get this opportunity.

When I first returned to teach in Seamount, it was a 
strange feeling. When I entered certain classrooms, 
memories from my teenage years would often come 
flooding back. As there were only a few teachers left 
that would have taught me, I thought about the other 
teachers who have since retired or who have died. I 

reflect a lot on how hard they worked to keep Seamount 
College alive and to help ensure it was a success.

The new extension to Seamount which opened this 
year is such a welcome addition. There is a beautiful 
staff room looking out over Kinvara Bay. I appreciate 
that view regularly, especially when enjoying a cup 
of coffee with a colleague. I’m blessed to be able to 
work now in a state of the art Home Economics room. 
This is another fantastic addition to Seamount. I 
would hope that the subject will continue to grow and 
flourish. I’m a big believer in its importance within the 
education system.

On returning to my secondary school to teach, it made 
me realise that I have just been passed the baton to 
hold for a while. My aim is to do the very best for the 
students of Kinvara and surrounding areas. I hope that 
I can support them in the best way I can to achieve 
their potential and to believe in themselves. Kinvara has 
a fantastic community spirit, it is a place where people 
look out for one another and that caring environment 
is also central to the ethos of Seamount College. It 
is wonderful that 100 years on, we have a vibrant, 
flourishing and mixed Secondary School in Kinvara.
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This was a collaborative exhibition with the museum. 
I designed a collection of jewellery taking inspiration 
from an artefact from the decorative art museum’s 
permanent collection. 

I often think of the great memories I have from 
Seamount. The friends I made for life, the adventures 
of trying to find your unattended books which had 
somehow found their way to the corner of the 
bathrooms with the abandoned hockey sticks.

The fun in the home economics kitchen and sewing 
room. The frantic run from the locker room to the main 
building holding your skirt for fear of the wind tunnel.

Seamount was full of the most wonderful teachers 
who fed our ambitions and creativity. They allowed my 
peers and I to find love in our career paths from their 
grounding yet inspiring lessons, encouraging us to be 
the best version of ourselves.

Laura Sheehan                                                                      

I started my journey in Seamount College in September 
of 2002, in a school with just less than 200 students. I, 
like most other excited first years packed every single 
book, copy and pen into my bag the night before, 
struggled to walk with it on my back into the study for 
assembly to realise I didn’t need any of them. At this 
time SCK was still an all-girls school and there were 
56 students in my year which were divided into two 
groups -1A and 1B. I was in 1B as we were divided 
alphabetically. 

A significant memory I have of seeing my classroom 
for the first time - which was in the lower corridor - 
were the desks. They were wooden desks like a bench 
that could fit two people, with ink wells and the top 
lifted to hold your books. There was no intercom in the 
school either, instead a 6th Year student would leave 
class and ring a bell all around the school at the end of 
every class and at break and lunch time. As a first-year 
student, I could not wait to be a 6th Year so I could 
have this role. It was never to be though, as we had 
intercoms by then. 

I was involved in many different sports during my time 
in SCK. Taking up hockey in First Year and very quickly 
becoming the goalie – in those few years we didn’t 
win many games though! As a student in SCK we went 
on two school tours, one in 2nd Year and another in 
4th Year. I was lucky enough to go on both and got to 
spend four days in Paris and then Barcelona with my 
classmates. 

In 2007, we were the first year in SCK to complete 
Transition Year. Following our Junior Cert exams, 
we were ecstatic to have a year filled with trips and 
adventures. We went to Delphi, Belfast, set up a 
successful mini company, did driving lessons and 
tours of the Burren. While this was an enjoyable year, 
it was equally a turbulent year as it was announced 
the school was to close. There was great shock and 
sadness among staff and students at the uncertainty 
of the news, however mass canvassing and protesting 
kept the school open and it has grown ever since.

I completed my Leaving Cert in 2009, this didn’t quite 
go to plan however, in a school up the country there 
was a mix up with the English Papers and we had to 
come into school on a Saturday to complete English 
Paper 2. My journey in SCK didn’t end there though and 
I returned in 2013 to complete my teaching practice 
and returned once more in 2020 as a member of staff, 
with many of my past teachers now my colleagues.  

Jessica Mullins

The first experience for all Seamount girls when I 
started school in 2004 began before you ever entered 
those red corrugated gates. The trip to Noone’s in Gort 
to get your uniform involved trying on the skirt and 
lemon blouse in what can only be described as a stock 
room full of wellingtons. On my first day at SCK I was 
ushered towards the crammed stage where I would 
join my new class - 1C. (Picture - 1C, Christmas 2004) 
There were about 180 students in the school at that 
point and less than 20 teachers, some of whom are 
now my colleagues. 

Along with lots of great experiences like school 
musicals ‘Grease’ and ‘Oliver’, a school tour to 
Germany and a successful run of public speaking 
competitions, the best thing about my time as a 
student is the lifelong friends I made at Seamount. 
When I asked one of those girls, Jennifer, what I should 
include in this piece she said ‘make sure to include Sr. 
Pius’ or Sr. P as we affectionately called her. She lives 
in my memory as one of the kindest people I have ever 
met and even though she was probably in her 80’s 
when I knew her, she always seemed so in touch with 
the students. So much so, that she even rocked a pair 
of Adidas Shell Toes daily. 

Laura sheehan (pictured right,with classmate Sinead Quinn)

Past Pupil Profile: Deirdre Murphy
Jewellery Designer Deirdre Murphy explains what inspired her choice of career

Since graduating from Seamount I went on to study 
metalwork and jewellery in the National College of art 
and design in Dublin. It was here I focused my love for 
jewellery.

2 years of working in the industry fuelled my passion 
for jewellery and inspired me to further my training with 
the Design and Craft Council goldsmith’s course in 
Kilkenny.

I have now gone on to work within the jewellery 
industry. I have a particular interest in CAD and 3D 
printing but am still focusing on traditional skills.

I recently was part of the InForm exhibition in the 
National Museum of Ireland- Collins Barracks. https://
www.museum.ie/en-IE/Museums/Decorative-Arts-
History/Exhibitions/InForm
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Past Pupil Profile: Emily Butcher
Model and actress Emily Butcher, class of 2014, reflects on he rtime in Seamount

I graduated from Seamount with the class of 2014 and 
look back on my time there fondly. I spent six years at 
the school with a wonderful, close-knit group of girls. 
Seamount was an incredibly special environment in 
which to grow and develop as a young woman. We 
were encouraged and nurtured by our teachers, both 
academically and personally.

I particularly enjoyed art and loved the escapism and 
therapy of art class, especially during Leaving Cert. As 
well as being involved in the horse riding team, I played 
hockey and participated in the school musicals. These 
musicals afforded us the freedom to create, play and 
express ourselves and I had some of the laughs of my 
life in the process. In retrospect, this early experience 
of performance at Seamount is the foundation upon 
which my acting career is rooted.

Although I am proud of my academic achievements, 
I chose not to go to university. I had applied to read 
English and Drama at Trinity and whilst offered a place 
based on my audition, I declined in order to pursue a 
career as a fashion model. About six months later, I 
was given  the chance to work exclusively with Gucci 
and subsequently spent a year with the team in Italy. 
Seven years later, I am very grateful to have had the 
opportunity both to travel and to work with a diverse 
group of talented and creative individuals. I have had 
experiences that have informed and enriched my life. 
It has enhanced my worldview and emboldened me in 
my pursuit to live an authentic and adventurous life.

I knew intuitively that acting was what I was truly 
passionate about, so in 2018 I moved to New York 
and put myself through drama school. I have since 
moved back to London and signed with an acting 
agency called Tavistock Wood. I get as much joy from 
auditioning now as I did when I was rehearsing in the 
music room at Seamount with my friends.

My advice for current students is to involve yourself 
in as much of school life as you possibly can. You 

never know what you’ll discover about yourself and 
where that could lead you. If you are preparing for 
Leaving Cert, keep an open mind. By all means work 
hard and do yourself proud but don’t put yourself 
under too much pressure. Allow some room for life to 
take you on an adventure. I worked hard to fulfil my 
academic potential but ultimately haven’t ended up 
pursuing a conventional career. The work ethic that 
was instilled in me at school has served me in other 
ways. Pursue, with abandon, whatever it is that lights 
you up. I promise you, when you are passionate about 
something, success follows.

I will leave you with a quote that Ms Cullen encouraged 
us with in our final days at Seamount:

“What’s meant for you won’t pass you by”. 

I often remind myself of it to this day.

Immersion Visit to Ghana June 2011
By Eileen Fitzgerald 

On June 17th 2011, Bean Mhic Domhnaill, Ms 
Fitzgerald and five students, Lucy O’Donoghue, Maria 
O’Meara, Jenny Kinane, Claire Mc Hugh and Rachel 
Feeney travelled to Notre Dame Senior High School for 
Girls in Sunyani, Ghana. Lucy, Maria, Jenny, Claire and 
Rachel were going to school in Ghana for a week.

The trip had been several years in the making. It 
commenced with an introductory visit to Notre Dame 
by Bean Mhic Domhnaill and Ms. Connors in 2008. Two 
years later, in March 2010, Seamount was delighted to 
welcome Naomi and Augustin, two of the teaching staff 
from Notre Dame to Seamount and Kinvara. They were 
accommodated in the homes of parents and Seamount 
teachers during their stay. As they acclimatised to the 
cold, damp Irish weather, they observed lessons and 
each class had an opportunity to hear about life and 
in particular school life in Ghana. An invitation was 
extended to staff and students to visit Notre Dame. 
This invitation was gratefully accepted and after more 
than a year of intensive preparation the visit came to 
fruition in June 2011.

The seven strong Seamount contingent was 
accompanied on the trip by Anne Cleary from 
Aidlink.  Aidlink is an Irish NGO, with a focus on 
the empowerment of women and girls in the 
communities where it operates. As part of its work, 
Aidlink operates a school immersion programme 
which provides an opportunity for Irish secondary 
school students to attend school in one of the 
countries (Ghana, Uganda, Kenya) where it works so 
that they can get to know the culture, traditions and 
society, as well as the challenges, of communities in 
the Global South. By giving first-hand experiences 
of a different way of life, the programmes aim to 
increase awareness and understanding of the 
challenges people face in extreme poverty.  Anne’s 
expertise, experience, connections and sense of fun 
were an essential part of making this visit such a 
meaningful experience for all involved and her hourly 
exhortations to drink water as well as her advice on 

what/what not to eat kept everyone safe and well. 
There was not a single stomach complaint for the 
entire trip!

Our first official engagement was mass in the local 
church. When we arrived at the church, the principal, 
Ms Donkor, Naomi and a welcome committee of 
teachers and students were there to greet us. It was a 
little disconcerting to be escorted into the church and 
ushered to the front seats which had been reserved 
for us. We were greeted from the altar by name and 
a basket of chocolate was presented. All eyes were 
upon us and there was no doubt we were the guests of 
honour. The choir sang joyfully and with gusto. There 
was no passing of the baskets at offertory. Instead the 
splendidly and colourfully attired parishioners sang and 
boogied with enviable rhythm to place their donation in 
the basket at the altar. Then it was our turn! I’m afraid 
the best we could muster was a very self-conscious 
and sheepish shimmy. After communion, there was 
a second collection of sorts and more rhythmic 
boogieing to the altar. This time the parishioners 
brought the equivalent of a weekly grocery shop to 
the altar; everything the priest might need for the 
week ahead from bread rolls to toilet rolls was carried 
aloft and laid in front of  the altar with a flourish. We 
emerged from the church three hours after we entered 
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intimidating and formal. The main Chief sat on his 
throne, with the sub chiefs stoutly on either side of him. 
There was a very strict protocol to be observed and we 
were thoroughly coached beforehand. We shook hands 
with all present moving right to left and then took our 
seats. We were not permitted to speak directly to the 
chief. The chief, who spoke fluent English, spoke to us 
only through his linguist (translator/intermediary) as 
is the custom.  We were invited to introduce ourselves  
and the linguist translated our answers for the Chief. 
The Chief welcomed us and invited us to think of 
Sunyani as home. He wished us good health and  
hoped that the tropical climate would not be unkind 
to us and finally he wished us a safe  onward journey 
in Ghana.  We were given our leave, humbled at the 
honour that had been bestowed on us.

and we all agreed that we had attended 30 minute 
masses in Ireland that had seemed much longer. We 
still had so many amazing experiences to come but 
this mass remained one of the highlights of the trip for 
everyone. 

The girls had agreed on an Immersion school uniform, 
appropriate for the heat, of a white shirt and linen skirt. 
After an early night the girls were up bright and early, 
smartly dressed in their uniforms and a little nervous 
ahead of their first day in school. As our minibus came 
through the school gates we were greeted by a huge 
Céad Míle Fáilte banner and an Irish tricolour. There 
was then a very formal welcome  in front of the whole 
school including drumming and dancing. As soon as 
the formalities were over the girls were whisked off to 
their individual classes. 

That evening as we were preparing to return to 
the school for the  farewell concert, there was 
consternation among hotel staff as the  Chief and his 
entourage paid a surprise return visit to us at the hotel. 
The reaction of the hotel staff to the presence of the 
Chiefs  left us in no doubt as to the status of these men 
and the honour being afforded us by their presence. 
We scrambled quickly to the hotel lobby where again 
the linguist acted again as intermediary. He explained 
that it was the custom to reciprocate our earlier visit 
and that while the Chief himself did not have to make 
the return visit he was doing so to further honour us. 
When the introductory formalities were over the Chief 
was happy to converse in English. At the end of the visit 
he placed a traditional scarf around each of our necks 
and with final good wishes they took their leave. We 
were amazed at what had just happened but had no 
time to reflect on it as we were now running late for our 
concert back at Notre Dame. 

Back in Notre Dame for the last time, we had a 
wonderful cultural exchange evening. The Notre Dame 
girls entertained us with dancing, singing and poetry 
recitation. The Seamount  girls treated our Ghanaian 
hosts to Irish music, dancing and singing.  The evening 
culminated with Rachel and Jenny strutting their stuff 
in a fashion show dressed in local cloth including 
head gear. There were speeches and gifts and warm 
goodbyes as we took our leave and some tears too.

The girls reflected that they had far more in common 
with the Notre Dame Girls than they had differences. 
They learned a lot about the importance of education 
as the route out of poverty especially for girls. There 
was so much that they had learned not to take for 
granted, not least of which was a flushing toilet! They 
learned that access to a toilet is as important for a 
girl’s education as books and copies. They learned that 
providing a pump for water in a village could enable 
women to earn an income for themselves and enable 
their daughters to go to school.

Each year the students at Seamount College walk for 
water to raise awareness of water poverty in Africa and 
to show solidarity with the girls around the world who 
miss out on the opportunity of education because they 
have to walk to collect water for their families.

questions about the lives of the Notre Dame girls. I 
gather the topic of  “boys” was very popular! The girls 
already knew that English is the official language of 
Ghana and all lessons in school are conducted through 
English. They were intrigued, nonetheless, to find a 
student cutting weeds in a patch of grass, a sanction 
imposed after the girl  had been overheard speaking twi 
rather than English. It rekindled Gaeltacht memories for 
the Seamount girls! 

While the girls attended classes Bean Mhic Domhnaill 
and I visited all the other year groups in the schools to 
answer their questions about Ireland and our school 
system. There was great interest in our history and our 
school rules particularly in relation to mobile phones 
and what kinds of punishment we use.

Each day after school there was  an extensive 
programme of  activities. On the first afternoon we had 
drumming and dancing lessons to the general hilarity 
of the bus driver and passers-by. We also participated 
in the Notre Dame Sports afternoon. The Notre Dame 
girls taught Seamount the traditional games which 
involved lots of clapping and dancing. Then the 
Seamount girls took on Notre Dame in a friendly Ireland 
v Ghana basketball match The final score did not 
reflect their Herculean efforts in the blistering heat.

The following day we had an opportunity to visit one 
of the villages where Aidlink has an involvement. 
Here was an opportunity to see development work in 
action. The women of this village had been trained as 
mushroom growers with the help of Aidlink. This was a 
project which provided much needed income for these 
women.   All around us was the evidence of absolute 
poverty. The people were poorly dressed and living in 
thatched mud huts. Some adults and children had a 
bad cough and many of the children had pot bellies 
showing signs of worms and/or malnutrition. The 
women welcomed us into their homes which contained 
only a few cooking utensils and sleep mats. Outside 
the huts a few scrawny goats nibbled at branches. The 
girls, although shocked at the conditions, made friends 
with the children and were truly humbled at being 
invited into the privacy of a rural village and  allowed to 
share in the life experiences.  

We took a short break from school on the last day 
because we had been granted an audience by the local 
Chief who was holding a court that day. The main Chief 
and his sub chiefs hold court each Friday morning 
to hear any cases and to settle local disputes. These 
disputes were set aside for a little while to welcome 
us. We were led to an inner courtyard at the palace. 
It was not quite Buckingham Palace but no the less 

Although they were nervous they embraced the chance 
to be part of the school day in Notre Dame and they 
really were at school. They were expected to complete 
the same homework assignments as the Notre Dame 
girls and we had several interesting breakfasts where 
Maths homework was being rushed to a close and 
English poetry terms were being crammed for a test. 
The girls found themselves in classrooms of up to 50 
students. In general, they were in awe of the level of 
teaching and learning. Much of the curriculum was 
familiar but they felt it  was taught at a higher level 
than it would have been in Ireland. They were taken 
by the high value the Notre Dame girls placed on their 
education. In 2011 only primary school education in 
Ghana was free. The Notre Dame girls were conscious 
of the privilege of being able to attend secondary 
school and determined not to waste it. Yet, in a class of 
fifty girls only three expected to go to university.
  
Between classes they fielded lots of questions about 
their own lives and had a chance to ask their own 
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Sport in Seamount College
While a large variety of sports have played a major role in the development of 
students at Seamount College over the past one hundred years, a core group of 
disciplines stand out. A brief history of each of these is given below.

Camogie
Seamount College has a long and rich history of 
participation and success on the camogie fields at 
both provincial and national levels. 1998 stands out as 
the first major achievement, with the team reaching 
and winning the All Ireland Junior A final, defeating St. 
Mary’s Magherafelt on a scoreline of 3-8 to 1-2. This 
team was captained by Karen Huban from Kinvara, and 
mentored with great diligence by Mary Callanan and 
Teresa Kavanagh.

This was the beginning of a golden era for the school 
where season upon season they competed with 
and beat the top schools from all over the country. 
Seamount reached three Junior A finals in succession, 
unfortunately losing out to St. Mary’s Charleville in 
1999 and Coláiste Bríde Enniscorthy in 2000. Several 
members of these teams were to the fore on the team 
which also reached the Senior A final in the year 2000, 
losing out to a strong St Mary’s of Nenagh side.

In the ensuing years, and with schools boasting larger 
numbers coming to the fore all over the country, 
Seamount slipped back through the grades competing 
mostly at B and C level within Connacht. A concerted 
effort from the late 2000s saw a gradual rebuilding 
and Seamount won a number of Senior and Junior B 
provincial titles. This eventually translated into success 
on the national stage, with Seamount defeating Scoil 
Phobail Roscrea on a scoreline of 1-8 to 2-1 in 2012 
All Ireland Junior C final, played in Killimor. Megan Carr 
from Ardrahan captained this side, who were coached 
by Fionán Cuddy, Róisín Callanan and Michael Helebert. 
This team built for a number of years, going on to 
capture the Connacht Senior B title in 2013, defeating 
Calasanctius Oranmore and competing gamely at 
Senior A level within the province. 

The 2014/15 academic year proved to be an historic 

one, and it began with narrow group wins versus 
Presentation Athenry and neighbours Gort Community 
School. This led on to a semi final where Portumna 
Community School were defeated after a refixture to 
set up a final with St Brigid’s Loughrea in opposition. 
In a thrilling final played on January 20th 2015 at 
Ballinderreen, Seamount emerged victorious on a 
scoreline of 4-7 to 2-10. This set up an All Ireland 
semi-final date with St Mary’s of Magherafelt at 
Kinvara. This game ended in a draw and the replay was 
fixed for a fortnight later at St. Mary’s school pitch in 
Derry. A tense atmosphere and a noisy home crowd 
contributed to an enthralling game in which Seamount 
emerged by a narrow margin of 3-5 to 2-6.

Awaiting us in the final were St. Flannan’s of Ennis, 
with the game eventually (and sensibly) fixed for Gort 
GAA grounds on Saturday 7th March 2015. As was 
customary at this stage, the game was a thriller. Below 
is a  match report copied from the Irish Examiner of the 
following Monday;

A crossfield gale dominated proceedings with all 
but one score coming from placed balls and it was 
St Flannan’s who settled quicker with four Sinead 
Quinn frees ensuring a 0-4 to 0-1 advantage by the 
23rd minute. The game would turn dramatically just 
before the break though when Seamount’s Katie 
McMahon was brought down for a penalty that 
Carrie Dolan converted to leave the sides level at the 
break (0-4 to 1-1).

It would prove an inspirational score for Seamount 
who hit the ground running on the restart to add 
four unanswered points, three from Dolan placed 
balls, to hold a commanding 1-5 to 1-1 advantage 
entering the final quarter.

St Flannan’s simply had to go for broke and were 

rewarded when Amy O’Brien was hauled down for a 
penalty. However, Emma O’Connell’s powerful effort 
was saved by Amy Helebert.

Sinead Quinn pointed two late frees for the back-to-
back Munster champions but Seamount held on for 
a first All-Ireland crown, with the Junior B version to 
come against St Joseph’s Tulla on Saturday.

Scorers for Seamount College: C Dolan 1-4 (1-0 
Pen, 0-4f), C Walsh 0-1

Scorer for St Flannan’s College: S Quinn 0-6f

SEAMOUNT COLLEGE, KINVARA: A Helebert; 
N Murphy, E Stafford, S Connolly; L Helebert, E 
Helebert, T Bermingham; N Keane, C Murphy; J 
O’Dea, C Dolan, D Walshe; K McMahon, C Walsh, R 
Helebert
Sub: C Keane for R Helebert (56)
ST FLANNAN’S COLLEGE, ENNIS: D Murphy; A 
Malone, E O’Connell, C Browne; L Brown, A Keane, C 
Devitt; S Quinn, L Browne; Z McInerney, C Taaffe, A 
Malone; L Ryan, L McGuane, A O’Brien
Subs: A Wiley for Taaffe (HT), C McMahon for 
McGuane (50)

Referee: G Browne (Tipperary)

The team was captained by Siobhán Connolly from 
Kinvara. Unfortunately, the Junior B decider referenced 
in the article ended in a heavy defeat to a much 
stronger St. Joseph’s of Tulla. The Junior team was 
captained by Carrie Dolan of Clarinbridge. Both teams 
were prepared by Fionán Cuddy and Róisín Callanan. 

While March 2015 will be remembered as the point 
when Seamount reached the pinnacle of college’s 
camogie, the intervening years have seen the school 
remain extremely competitive within the province, 
capturing numerous Connacht titles at B level. These 
include the 2015/16 Connacht Minor B title, captained 
by Ballinderreen’s Ciara Molloy. 

2019 proved to be a successful year for our Senior 
B Camogie team, as we overcame St.Cuans 
Castleblakeney to claim the Connacht Senior B 
Championship, played in Ballinderreen GAA Grounds. 
We emerged victorious on a scoreline of 1-4 to 4 points 
in a hard fought victory.  This was a tightly contested 
game, with both teams evenly matched. This was a 
great achievement for this group of players as they had 
lost some strong senior players to injury throughout 
the championship. Goalkeeper Fiona Ryan from 
Balindereen captained the team.  We then progressed 

to the All Ireland Senior ‘C’ Series, where we came 
up against Dublin Champions St Dominics in the All 
Ireland Quarter Final. . This game was played in Kinvara 
GAA amidst a great home support and atmosphere. 
Unfortunately, St. Dominic’s Cabra of Dublin proved to 
be the stronger of the two teams, running out winners 
in a tense and exciting contest.

The return of competition in 2021 was greatly 
welcomed by the younger camogie players in 
Seamount, having missed out on the previous 2020 
championship due to Covid restrictions. Seamount 
Junior Camogie Team claimed the Connacht 
Junior Championship in 2021, beating St Raphael’s 
Loughrea in a thrilling decider. This game was played 
in Ballinderreen. Seamount overcame the Loughrea 
side on a scoreline of 2-06 to 1-05. The team was 
backboned by players from Kinvara, Ballindereen and 
Ardrahan clubs.  The team was captained by centre 
back Zoe Rodgers. The girls then progressed to the 
All Ireland Junior C Semi Finals, playing the Leinster 
Champions Coláiste Mhuire from Johnstown Co 
Kilkenny. The game was played in St. Fenian’s GAA 
Grounds Kilkenny. The girls put in an impressive 
second half display of determination to defeat 
Johnstown on a scoreline of 1-10 to 1-2. Awaiting 
Seamount in the All Ireland Junior C Final was St 
Killian’s College of County Antrim. The game took 
place in St. Aiden’s GAA Templeport County Cavan. 
Unfortunately, it was not to be on the day, but the 
girls can be very proud of their efforts throughout the 
year. St Killians captured the title, with a commanding 
display, finishing on a scoreline of 5-15 to 2-8. 

2014/15 All Ireland Senior A Winning Captain Siobhán Connolly
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Captain Fiona Ryan of Ballinderreen with the Connacht Senior B Cup, 
25th of January 2020. Seamount Senior B Panel after their Connacht 
B Victory in 2019/2020, 25th of January 2020. 

Captain Zoe Rodgers from Kinvara Camogie Club with the Connacht 
Junior B Cup, 22nd of November  2021.

The victorious Connacht Junior B Champions celebrate after the game, 22nd of November 2021.

Seamount College players celebrate their All Ireland Senior A Camogie Success in March 2015

All Ireland Senior A Camogie Champions 2014/15

All Ireland Junior C Camogie Champions 2011/12
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Hurling
Since the first enrollment of boys in 2010, Seamount 
have steadily built on the hurling pitches of Connacht 
and Galway. 

The most significant success was the 2017/18 
Connacht Senior C win, captained by Keelan James 
from Ardrahan and coached by Fionán Cuddy and Liam 
Greally. This team came through the group stages to 
defeat Mercy Woodford in the semi final and qualify to 
play St Killian’s New Inn in the Connacht final. Below is 
the report of the game carried in that week’s Connacht 
Tribune;

Coen leads Seamount to Connacht crown.
NUIGalway Connacht Senior C post primary  
hurling final

Seamount Kinvara.................1-14
St Killians, New Inn..................2-9

By Michael O Connor

Championship fervour was on hand in Duggan 
Park, Ballinasloe on Sunday afternoon as Seamount 
Kinvara made history with a rare Connacht hurling 
title at senior level overcoming a resurgent effort 
from St Killians, New Inn. The large crowd present at 
the East Galway venue were treated to an encounter 
that was the most exciting of the three senior finals 
played in Duggan Park over the weekend.

Little separated the two teams in the prematch 
debate as to who would win the title and access to 
the All Ireland series. The strong breeze prevalent 
in Duggan Park favoured Seamount in the opening 
half as they were most confident in their hurling 
and put St Killians on the backfoot from the throw 
in. Jake Comyn opened the scoring in the third 
minute from play before the impressive Michael 
Garvey responded for St Killians. It was hard at this 
juncture to suggest how dominant Seamount would 
become for the remainder of the half as it must be 
noted that St Killians were most unfortunate not 
to score two goals by the end of the first quarter 
with Garvey unlucky on both occasions due to last 
gasp Seamount defending. Seamount were dealt 
a prematch blow with the absence due to injury of 
dual Clare minor Joey Droney who was introduced 
in the final quarter.

Niall Coen who had a major say in the scoring 
stakes added two points by the 6th minute as Jake 
Comyn added a fourth Seamount score by the end 
of the first quarter. With St Killians missing scorable 

chances it was inevitable that Seamount who were 
becoming more dominant would take over the 
scoring stakes. Niall Coen hit (1-3) in six minutes 
with Ross Albertini also on the mark by the 26th 
minute before St Killians hit back with minors before 
Fiachra Garvey and Oran Finn responding before the 
half time break to retire (1-8) to (0-3) in arrears.

Vital scores hit by Seamount early in the second 
half proved instrumental for their title hopes as St 
Killians did dominate large tracts of the second 
half and once again bemoaned a succession of 
wides and half hit efforts. Paul Creaven struck for 
the opening score of the new half before a major 
score emerged as Lewis Coughlan hit a St Killians 
goal. Adam Donohue (2) narrowed the gap to three 
points as a solitary effort from Seamount captain 
Keelan James left the winners (1-10) to (1-7) ahead 
entering the final 12 minutes. St Killians were in the 
ascendancy but not able to turn ample chances into 
scores as Niall Coen was now being double marked. 
Eventually, Seamount broke from the stranglehold 
as the hard working Ross Albertini stretched the 
Seamount lead to four points.

The standard of play was now at a high with play 
moving from end to end. Niall Coen and Michael 
Garvey swapped scores with eight minutes left in 
the final. St Killians peppered the Seamount goal 
with numerous attacks but Shane Lyons, Dylan 
Connolly, Jack Fordham and Darren Kilkelly stood 
tall. Paul Creaven struck for (1-1) in two minutes 
to leave parity between the sides, (1-12) to (2-9) 
entering the final five minutes.

It was the closest that St Killians saw of the title as 
Seamount broke free and added two late scores 
from Niall Coen (2 frees) to secure the title. Best for 
the champions included Ciaran O Donoghue, Shane 
Lyons, Conal Larrissey, Darren Kilkelly, Keelan James, 
Ross Albertini and Niall Coen. St Killians were served 
well by Paul Creaven, Michael Garvey, Jason Greaney, 
Oisin Keane, Adam Donohue and Jack Coughlan

SEAMOUNT COLLEGE: Ciaran O Donoghue 
(Kinvara), Dean Ivers (Kinvara), Shane Lyons 
(Ballinderreen), Jack Fordham (Ballinderreen), Dylan 
Connolly (Ballinderreen), Conail Larrissey (Kinvara), 
Darren Kilkelly (Kinvara), Jack Tully (Ballinderreen), 
James Keelan (Ardrahan) (0-1), Donal Mulligan 
(Kinvara), Ross Albertini (Ardrahan) (0-2), Jake 
Comyn (Kinvara) (0-2), Cathal Walshe (Ardrahan), 
Niall Coen (Ballinderreen) (1-8), Luke Connors 
(Kinvara) (0-1). Subs: Joe Droney (Tubber) for 
Walshe, Eoin Murphy (Ardrahan) for Comyn.

ST KILLIANS: Michael Egan (Cappataggle), Oisin 
Keane (Sarsfields) Declan Broderick (Cappataggle), 
Fiachra Garvey (Sarsfields) (0-1), Colm Lyons 
(Cappataggle), Jason Greaney (Killimordaly), Cathal 
Dillon (Sarsfields), Darren Greaney (Killimordaly), 
Michael Garvey (Cappataggle) (0-2), Cian Bowes 
(Cappataggle), Paul Creaven (Killimordaly) (1-3), 
Jack Coughlan (Cappataggle), Adam Donohue 
(Sarsfields) (0-2), Oran Finn (Cappataggle) (0-1), 
Lewis Coughlan (Cappataggle) (1-0).

After the game Eamonn Veale, Chairperson of the 
Galway post Primary and Colm Burke presented 
the Barry Burke Cup to Seamount captain to Keelan 
James as Niall Coen was presented with the 
NUIGalway man of the match award by Michael O 
Connor.

Unfortunately, St. Fergal’s College Rathdowney 
ended our hopes in the All Ireland semi final played at 
Kilmallock on a scoreline of 3-13 to 3-10. 

Since then Seamount have continued to participate 
competitively at both Senior and Junior B level within 
the province, as well as first year and juvenile. The 
disrupted competitions of the past few years have 
impacted upon our ability to make further inroads. 

Seamount College Connacht Senior C Hurling Champions 2017/18

One of the first hurling teams to represent Seamount College in 2011/12
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Soccer
Boys’ soccer was introduced to Seamount College in 
2014 and since then has proven to be  a very popular 
sport with the students.

Initially in the 2014/2015 school year the 1st year 
boys soccer team had great success making their 
way all the way to the 1st Year Boys FAI Schools 
All-Ireland B final. They unfortunately lost the final 
3-2 after extra time to a stronger Dublin side. The 
goal scorer that day was none other than Troy Parrott 
who has gone on to cap for Tottenham Hotspur and 
the Republic of Ireland. The report from the Irish 
Independent was as follows:

Troy the hat-trick hero for O’Connell boys

Gavin Earley - Irish Independent 
May 06 2015 08:04 PM
 
TROY PARROTT’S hat-trick inspired O’Connell School 
to an incredible All-Ireland First Year Boys ‘B’ Cup 
final turnaround in Tullamore.

With the Dubin city-centre school trailing Galway 
side Seamount College 2-0 heading into the final 10 
minutes of yesterday’s clash at Leah Victoria Park, 
Parrott made his mark.

Matching his recent Leinster final brace to send the 
contest into extra-time, Parrott capped an incredible 
solo display - and personal season - by deciding the 
final with an extra-time winner.

Goals from Joey Droney and Danny Travis had 
looked to have given the Connacht’s champions from 
Kinvara the vital edge until Parrott stole the show.
Meanwhile, St Benildus College, will also be in All-
Ireland final action next Wednesday, facing Ulster 
champions St Eunan’s College in the First Year Cup 
showpiece in Gortakeegan (1.0). Benildus followed 

up their provincial final success with an emphatic All-
Ireland semi-final victory last week, beating Crescent 
College Comprehensive from Limerick 4-0 thanks to 
goal from Jamie Burke, Harry McEvoy, Shane Flynn 
and Sean Monahan.

On Tuesday, Leinster Minor Cup champions Colasite 
Phádraig CBS booked their place in the Dublin 
Metropolitan League final thanks to a penalty-
shootout victory over Clonkeen College.

Despite goals from Liam Kane, Yasser Mahrouk 
and Cian McGrane in normal time, the semi-final 
tie needed penalties to separate the sides and Liam 
Corponi struck the winning effort.
O’CONNELL SCHOOL: Denis Robo; Jamie Murphy, 
Sebastian Corcoran, David Oprea, Jordan Boylan, 
Lloyd Lawless, Scott Shannon, Troy Parrott, Leon 
Wheelock, Edward Iacob (Scott Coughlan 35), Evan 
Crosby (Corey Cummins 45).

SEAMOUNT COLLEGE: Jack Burke; Tom Brennan, 
Donal Mulligan, Daire Murphy, Eoghan Hanley, 
Michael Corless (Donal Keely 50), Conail Larristy, 
Ruairi McSweeney, Barry Britton, Joey Droney, Danny 
Travis (Dean Ivors 50).

Seamount College continued their success in 2017 
winning the U17 FAI Connacht School B competition. 
The team are pictured below:

Seamount boys’ soccer teams have partaken in the 
1st year, U15, U17 and U19 Connacht competitions 
annually having been coached by numerous teachers 
including Ms. Creaven, Mr. Gleese, Ms. Cormican and 
Mr. O’Meara. 

This year’s U19 Boys soccer team are pictured below 
(in the school’s new soccer jerseys kindly sponsored 
by Burke’s Eurospar). They successfully reached the 
Connacht final but unfortunately lost 1-0 to Belmullet.
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Athletics
Our school has developed a reputation as one of the 
best performing schools in Galway and Connacht 
in the last decade. Athletes have the opportunity of 
competing in three separate national competitions. 
These are the Indoor Combined (similar to the 
heptathlon / decathlon but with 5 events), Cross 
Country Running and Track & Field.  Students (girls 
and boys) from all year groups compete for the 
school in these competitions.  Numerous South 
Connacht and Connacht titles have been won by 
Seamount and our school has had a number of 
top 8 accomplishments at NationalTrack and Field 
events.  Also on the international stage Stephen 
Mannion represented Seamount College and Ireland 
in a Schools International Competition in September 
2021. We hope our past and current students have 
fond memories of representing Seamount College in 
various athletic events. 

The girls 4X100m relay team who competed at the All-Ireland 
Schools final in 2019. 

The boys 4X100m relay team who competed at the All-
Ireland Schools final in 2019. 

The 2014 Cross Country Team.

The boys cross country team who came second in the 
Connacht Team race in 2016.

The Seamount Team at the Connacht Indoor Combined Competition 
in 2019

Boys who competed in the 2022 South Connacht Cross Country.  Both the juniors and intermediates won their team competitions on this day 
in Loughrea.  The intermediate girls also won the previous day. 

The 2016 Cross Country Team
The minor girls cross country team with their shield after winning the 
Connacht Cross Country Team race in 2019.  
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Gaelic Football (Boys)
Gaelic Football was introduced in 2012 and Seamount 
has competed regularly in 1st Year, Juvenile, Junior 
and Senior competitions since then. Teams have 
competed well reaching quarter and semi-finals on 
many occasions in Connacht competitions.  Notable 
successes include winning the Connacht D first year 
competitions in 2015 and 2017.    

The 2021/22 Senior Boys Gaelic Football team

Connacht 1st year Champions in 2017

Connacht 1st Year Champions from 2015 with Colm ‘the Gooch’ Cooper who presented their medals. 

The 2021/22 Juvenile (U15) Boys Gaelic Football team.
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Reflections of the Class of 2021
Our final class to finish before the centenary year, the class of 2021, reflect on the 
highlights of the past six years.

Darragh O’ Sullivan
It was a Monday morning, dressed in my new school 
uniform sitting alongside my soon-to-be classmates 
in the study. The first time I was in Seamount as a 
student. I followed Ms. Connors into 1A, my base 
classroom for the rest of the school year, and I was 
met by almost 20 other first years who had various 
expressions of excitement, nervousness and boredom 
painted across their faces. I was the only person from 
my primary school class to go to Seamount so I stuck 
tight to the few people I knew from scouts or hurling. 

By the end of the first week I had met all the teachers 
for each of my subjects and I had become familiar 
with the timetable. After the first week the rest of 
the students came back after the summer and all of 
a sudden the yard became a very small place and 
we were limited to the spaces where we could play 
without agitating the older years. One thing I definitely 
won’t forget from first year was the daily trip a few 
third years took through the lower corridor to the 
bathrooms during first break. Looking back at it, it 
is amusing how we would all scurry out of the way, 
trying to not aggravate them. It was as if they were 
figures of power who deserved the utmost respect. 
First Year was eventful to say the least, the Christmas 
tests came and went, with only a few minor incidents, 
such as Mr.Cuddy having to wake up a student during 
one particularly boring exam. The games of bulldog 
on the unlevel soccer pitch always ended in grass-
stained uniforms and a few sore legs if you were 
unlucky enough to be caught, but they were always 
great fun. The thrill of running away from lads whose 
sole intention was to clock/trip as many of the younger 
years as possible was unbeatable. The highlight of the 
year had to be winning the hurling championship (even 
if it was only division C) We beat St. Cuans in the final 
and we all piled into the local Supermac’s to celebrate. 
The year ended with the traditional sixth years versus 
teachers basketball game. The whole school was 

Leaving Certificate
2020-2021

Maighréad Mhic Dhomhnaill
Principal
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building up to the day of the match including some 
trash talk from certain teachers. The whole school 
gathered around the court to watch the match and we 
envisioned the day when we would get our chance to 
face the teachers, unbeknownst to us that was to be 
the last basketball match ever.  

Summer came and went like a flash and before we 
knew it we were in 2nd year, finally we weren’t the 
youngest in the school. The year started off and the 
new astroturf was just  finished. Second year can 
be compared to a skipping stone, the short period in 
between the start and end of our Junior Cert journey. 
The Connaught rugby team, Pro 12  champions, 
came into the school in October and we had a great 
day getting signatures and pictures with these huge 
men who towered over us. Our geography class with 
Mrs.Varden entered two teams into the SEAI ‘One 
Good Idea’ competition, Green is the New Black and 
Lightsavers. We devoted numerous geography and 
some Irish classes to work on our ideas and ‘Green 
is the New Black’ made it all the way to the National 
Finals where they had to pitch their idea to a panel 
of judges in Croke Park. They came home bearing a 
trophy having come out on top out of 700 schools 
who had initially entered. Before school ended we 
got the chance to go to Ireland’s soccer World Cup 
qualifier match against Wales. We had a brilliant time 
chanting and cheering in the stands, rushing to get 
food and go to the bathroom before halftime ended. 
Unfortunately it ended in a draw but we still had a 
great day out. We had our summer tests and then 
we were free again for another three months until we 
started our final year in Junior Cert. 

We started back in September and immediately the 
tone was much more serious and formal. We would 
all have our first state exam the following Summer 
and we all knew it would take a lot of work and study 
to get us there. Christmas was upon us in an instant 
and we were all stressed trying to do our best in 
the Christmas tests before a well needed break. We 
returned to school in January and (were brought 
abruptly out of our laid-back state) realising that 
we were facing ten mock exams in a few weeks. Oh 
we wished for that Christmas back, regretting that 
we had not done more study, but there was nothing 
we could do, only make use of the time we had left. 
Of course some papers were leaked and if you got 
lucky you might see a picture a few hours before the 
exam but by then it was too late. We got to the mocks 
and soon enough it was St.Patrick’s Day, everyone 
in the country was glued to a TV in the pubs and 
restaurants watching in anticipation as we had the 
chance to defeat England and win the grand slam, 

the Triple Crown and the six nations for the third time 
in history. The whole country erupted as the final 
whistle blew and it was the only thing talked about for 
the next week. Easter came and went and we were 
counting down the weeks until D-day, six weeks, five 
weeks, four weeks. It seemed no matter how many 
times someone mentioned how close the exams 
were, it still came as a shock. Finally they were upon 
us, as I finished each exam it felt as if a weight was 
lifted off my shoulders and a sense of relief washed 
over me. Although we spent hours in exam halls 
calculating complicated equations and writing long 
essays, we had great fun with each other celebrating 
the end of each exam and making the most of the 
roasting summer days. That summer was the hottest 
and driest summer in Irish history with a record high 
of 32°C being recorded in Clare. We were all looking 
forward to getting our results back in September and 
finally becoming senior students

We were the last year to return to school in 
September and we received our results soon after 
we came back and spent a great night celebrating 
in Ringos. Mrs Kennedy was our TY coordinator and 
she had planned a brilliant TY year for us with trips, 
days out, visits to shows and plenty of opportunities 
to get involved in lots of activities. Our first big 
event was the musical. We started auditions in early 
September so the director Claire could organise us 
into our roles. We spent every Wednesday practising 
and preparing for the musical doing various activities 
and rehearsals to get us into the flow of acting. We 
had great fun dancing with the choreographer and 
playing games and laughing when our friends had to 
dance with the other girls in our year. Eventually the 
day of the musical came and our first performance 
was Thursday morning for some primary schools. 
Everybody was excited and nervous for our first 
live performance and with only a few mistakes It 
was over after a couple of hours. Finally our last 
performance was on Friday evening in front of the 
general public and it was our best performance 
of all. Confetti rained down and we couldn’t thank 
Claire and her colleagues enough. Before Christmas 
came we had a few trips to UL and Mary I College as 
well as a trip to Dublin, where we did the Croke Park 
skyline tour and visited Butlers chocolate factory, 
where we designed our own chocolate Santas. We 
had our Christmas holidays and we were back in 
school in January. Now that the musical had finished 
we had to find work experience every Wednesday. 
I got an amazing opportunity to spend a week with 
my aunt working in Virgin Media and learning about 
all the different departments and branches such as 
marketing, sales, corporate affairs, public relations 

and TV. I even got to spend time on the sports and 
news reading TV sets in Dublin. My other work 
experiences included working in Foxes’ restaurant in 
Kinvara, working in a truck bodybuilding company in 
Gort, working with Cutting Edge Tiles in Galway and 
many others. March started with the long awaited 
mini business trade fair. Gareth Kilkelly and Rosa 
Barry and I created ‘The Odd Jobs’, a simple service 
to help people with small inconvenient jobs such as 
window washing, lawn mowing and painting. For the 
trade fair we dressed up in our work clothes and gave 
a video presentation to the judges. Before we knew 
it, it was April and we were buzzing with excitement 
for our trip to the Netherlands. On Thursday, 11th 
April we left Kinvara at 12:30am, heading for Dublin 
airport, our flight took off at 6:15am and our journey 
had started. We spent the first day on a canal tour 
around the city seeing the amazing architecture 
of Amsterdam, we also visited the Vincent Van 
Gogh Museum where we saw beautiful paintings. 
Finally we got to our hostel and were all given our 
rooms and it wasn’t long before we fell asleep as 
we were all shattered. The second day we had all to 
ourselves exploring the city of Valkenburg and touring 
Maastricht. We woke up early on the third day and 
headed for Germany, our destination Phantasialand, a 
huge theme park with lots of rides and amusements 
that we spent the whole day on. We left in the evening 
and booked in at another hotel for our last night. On 
the final day we visited one of the Zuiderzee islands, 
which was reclaimed from the ocean and had lots 
of historic culture and heritage associated with it. 
Before we left the country we got a tour around 
Amsterdam city to see the amazing architecture, 
the beautiful squares and the red light district. We 
arrived back in Kinvara at 3:10 AM and we were 
exhausted. This trip was definitely the highlight of my 
TY year (even if there were a few mishaps along the 
way) and I had great fun with all my friends. Before 
school ended Miss Kennedy still had a few trips and 
activities for us up her sleeve, in May we got to visit 
Inis Oirr and have a huge navigational activity all over 
the island. I also got to spend a week in Renmore 
army barracks with some of my classmates, it was 
very interesting to get a real insight into the Irish 
army and how they operated. For the end of year 
graduation ceremony we sang a song to the tune of 
the ‘Friends’ theme song remembering all the things 
we did throughout the year.

We came back to school in 5th year realising it 
would be nothing like TY, we had to put the pedal to 
the metal as we started our Leaving Certificate. As 
we worked through our first few terms we realised 
Leaving Cert was no easy task. The workload was 

heavy but we all pulled through it. Our Christmas 
tests came and before we knew it we were off for our 
Christmas holidays. Back again in January there was 
no grace period from the teachers as we started into 
the work immediately, shortly we would hear the first 
news about the coronavirus. We never imagined the 
immense effect it would soon have on our lives. We 
got through February slowly hearing news of the virus 
growing and gaining popularity on various media 
outlets. March came and we were all waiting for the 
announcement that the school would be closing. And 
when Bean Mhic Dhomhnaill finally announced it over 
the intercom we were all delighted, a couple of weeks 
off school was just what we needed, unfortunately 
it would be quite a bit more than just a few weeks. 
The rest of our 5th year was spent at home attending 
school through the computer, we tried our best to 
keep the work up but it was near impossible without 
a timetable and the many distractions at home. 

As summer came to an end we all wondered whether 
the schools would open back up in September. 
To our relief they did and we started our final year 
ending in the dreaded Leaving Cert. It took a while 
to get used to the new rules and restrictions due to 
the pandemic and it was exhausting to carry all our 
books everywhere but by the time Christmas came 
around we were all well used to it. Unfortunately we 
wouldn’t see the school grounds  again until mid 
spring in the new year. Online school was difficult 
but the school had more resources set up which 
made it somewhat easier. We were all second-
guessing trying to figure out what the government 
was planning for our Leaving Cert, would it be 
cancelled? Would it go ahead? Would it cut into our 
summer? Too many unknowns surrounding possibly 
the most important exam of our lives. The schools 
were opened again in March for only Leaving Certs 
and we were all happy to see our friends again. In the 
end, we got the best outcome possible regarding the 
Leaving Cert; a choice between sitting the exam and 
getting accredited grades or both,and revised papers 
in all subjects. Our orals went ahead over the Easter 
holidays and we were all looking forward to the end 
of our secondary school journey. 

It was an amazing six years spent in Seamount 
College. I will certainly miss all of my teachers and 
the many brilliant friends I made during my time 
there. In first year I was not certain if I would like 
the school as all my primary school friends went to 
other schools but after six years I am certainly happy 
I came here, as I will never forget the memories and 
fun times that have been created in the school.
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Niamh O’ Malley
My time in Seamount College was filled with fun and 
friendships, and I can’t believe it’s come to an end. 
I started my journey in Seamount in 2015, as an 
eager 12-year-old enthusiastically anticipating life 
in secondary school after attending Northampton 
NS, a small primary school with only 10 people in 
my class. Although this transition seemed daunting 
and certainly intimidated me at first, over the past 
six years, our year group bonded greatly, and I know 
we have made lifelong friendships here. I can also 
remember thinking that the Leaving Cert students 
seemed so old when I was in First Year, and I struggle 
to believe that I’m finished Leaving Cert now!

My family has, and always will have a very strong 
connection with Seamount College, with three 
generations attending the school. My Granny, Maura 
Muldoon, attended Seamount from 1952-57, and 
always speaks warmly of her memories here, in 
particular the nun’s kindness and generosity. She 
continues to tell stories of old traditions that took 
place over her Seamount career; attending Liturgical 
Festivals for example, and she always recalls them 
fondly. My Mom Aideen Mongan, and her sisters 
Brenda and Fiona followed in my Granny’s footsteps, 
and attended Seamount in the 1980s/90s. Similarly 
to my Granny, they also speak fondly of their 
memories, particularly hockey and debating. The 
third generation of  my family attending Seamount 
began with my sister Sarah in 2013, followed by 
12 cousins, and will end with my cousin Ciara 
in 2027.(Pictued below, with her mother Brenda 
and grandmother Maura) I will always associate 
Seamount with my family, and I have thoroughly 
enjoyed meeting cousins in the school over the last 
six years.

Sport has also played a huge role in my life in 
Seamount. I joined the hockey team in First Year 
and I have played ever since. I want to thank Ms 
Feehily and Ms Hyde for training us for the past six 
years. I really appreciate all that they have done 
for us, from after-school training every week to 
bringing us across the country for matches, while 
simultaneously keeping up with their classes. 
They have truly been such excellent role models 
for all of us and they deserve to be commended 
for that. I have thoroughly enjoyed playing hockey 
with Seamount over the last six years, and it is 
undoubtedly one of my fondest memories of school. 
I have made amazing friends with so many of the 
girls on the team. I also got the opportunity to play 
on the same team as my sister and my cousins, 
which has made the memories even more special.

TY was one of my favourite parts of my time in 
Seamount. It was such an incredible experience, and 
I will never forget it. A particular highlight for me was 
our school tour to Amsterdam. We got to go on a boat 
tour of the beautiful canals, explore the cobblestone 
streets and go to the theme park Phantasialand. It 
was so much fun to travel with my friends, and in the 
difficult times that we are living in now I realise how 
fortunate we were and I am so grateful to have had the 
opportunity to go abroad. Another one of my favourite 
memories of TY was our musical ‘All Shook Up’. I 
absolutely loved learning the songs and the dances, 
and most of all, the performances in Kilcornan. It was 
an amazing experience, and it really connected our year 
group. We also got to go on many school trips during 
the year, including Croke Park and Butlers Chocolate 
Factory. In particular, I really enjoyed our trip to Delphi. 
We got to stay overnight, and we did numerous outdoor 
activities. I think that this trip, along with the musical, 
really bonded our year group, and we are so close 
today. I am so glad that TY helped our year to bond, 
as we are able to support each other during stressful 
times in Leaving Cert. Additionally, TY was extremely 

beneficial as we had the opportunity to engage in work 
experience. This was a huge benefit for me personally, 
as prior to TY, I didn’t know what college degree I 
wanted to do. I tried a wide variety of work experience, 
and consequently decided to pursue a Business and 
French degree.

I thoroughly enjoyed my time in Seamount College, and 
I will truly miss it.

Unfortunately, we missed a large portion of school 
during 5th Year and Leaving Cert due to lockdown. 
However, I am so grateful that we were able to return 
to school for the last few months as we approached 
the end of our secondary school journey; our oral 
exams, practical work and the Leaving Cert exams in 
June. Covid-19 has made me appreciate school even 
more, and I will never take regular classes for granted 
again! This past year has without a doubt been the 
most challenging of our lives but I also think that it has 
shown us our true strength and resilience, and my year 
group was able to offer each other support throughout 
the difficulties of virtual classes and online learning. I 
am so thankful that my secondary school experience 
was so positive, and that I am able to look back with 
fond memories, even though we were the Covid-19 
graduating class of 2021.

Max Bonviscini- Bennett
Throughout my six years spent at Seamount College, 
I’ve had many highlights, but one of the main ones was 
definitely when I got the opportunity to visit Shanghai 
during my TY year. I went with three other students 
and Ms. Connors for two weeks during Easter, and 
it was truly one of the best two weeks of my life. I 
learnt Chinese language and culture with 100 other 
Irish students from around the country, so not only 
was I learning about different experiences in China, 
I was also learning about different experiences that 
students had. After taking a journey which lasted  

Three generations of Seamount students- first year Ciara Ivers with 
her mother Brenda Ivers (nee Mongan) and grandmother Maura 
Mongan (nee Muldoon)

around 20 hours, we touched down into the city of 
Shanghai. It was an amazing culture shock straight 
away from all the sounds and sights of China. We 
stayed in the Shanghai University dormitories for two 
weeks. Every morning, I would go to the canteen and 
have the traditional steamed buns and hot soy milk for 
breakfast. I personally loved the food, but I know some 
didn’t. I got to experience so much Chinese culture and 
see so many historic landmarks, such as the rivers of 
Wuzhen and the Oriental Pearl Tower. From running 
around fake markets, to experiencing mild fame for 
being ginger, Seamount gave me a once in a lifetime 
opportunity that I will be forever grateful for.

Seamount gave me the opportunity to learn more about 
the world that I was living in and the different ways that 
people experience life around the world. In 5th year, I 
got the chance to see what school was like in both the 
Netherlands and France with the Erasmus programme. 
This programme that Seamount facilitated allowed 
me to improve my French while seeing perspectives 
from different people around the world. I was part of a 
group from my year who went to Amsterdam with 3 of 
our teachers, where we were paired up with students 
in a Dutch school, and got to experience their school 
days. Outside of that, we also got to see sights around 
Amsterdam such as the canals and Anne Frank’s 
house, and truly experience Dutch culture. We then 
drove on the 4 hour bus ride to Dunkirk in France, 
where we met our French buddies. Over the week 
abroad, we got the chance to do amazing activities 
and it gave us a real insight into school life in different 
countries.

Seamount gave me the chance to broaden my horizons 
not only by travel but also by taking part in various 
extracurricular events, such as being on the Concern 
Debate team and being a part of the Meitheal group. 
My time in Seamount helped me become a better 
global citizen, and I will always take these memories 
with me.
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Delighted Seamount 
is thriving and that it 

embedded in the community 
more than ever. Seamount 
was such a lovely time and 
I made friends for life there. 
Thank you for the memories.

I remember revising for tests on the bus on 
our way into school in the morning. I fainted 

one day in class, was brought up to bed in the 
dorm, only glimpse I got of the place. Was 

given chocolate and sent off to the doctor. We 
were afraid of Sr Laurence in Home Ec class, 

we would know the answers but as soon as she 
pounced on us we “ forgot”.

I would not ask to have attended any 
other school in light of my experiences. 

It gave us a broad education and with the 
choice of Subjects studied to Leaving 
Cert level we could have selected to 
register for any University Course.

N.B. SCK always cared equally for all of 
its students.

I am so proud to have attended there. 
And my parents gave me the privilege of 

being a Boarder. 

The kindness of Sr. Michael when we 
arrived into school on wet and windy 

mornings. The Domestic Science 
classes with Sr. Laurence and being 

introduced to exotic dishes like 
Macaroni Cheese and Welsh Rarebit.

 I’m not quite sure if my 
memories are appropriate 😂

😂 However, they really were the
Best Days Ever!!!

Final Thoughts

Memories

Got to know some of the 
sisters in later years - and 
regretted I didn’t have that 
friendship with them while 

I was a pupil

I naively thought that boarding school would be 
all about midnight feasts and fun and games. 
Seamount was far from that but it was not a 
grim or bad place. Just weird to be confined 

for such long periods. One of my first task on 
return to a new term was to make a countdown 

checklist of days to end of term. I would 
gleefully cross off each day.

While it seemed tough at the time, I can’t 
imagine what it was like for the sisters 

to manage a bunch of teenage hormonal 
girls. The friendships I made there have 

been life lasting.

Local third level students did their 
teaching experience in Seamount. 
Several of these were good looking 

20-year-old guys. In a teenage girl’s 
school, this caused a lot of hormonal 

unrest as we love to remind these 
guys who are still in Kinvara 

We only got to shower once a week 
but that got changed to twice. We 
used to love walking to the castle 
with sr. Plus. At weekends we’d 
walk down the town and rent a 

movie to watch.

Ann Vesey (Ryan) and I went to see Sr Sacred 
Heart years later when she was in a nursing 

home. As intellectual as ever, she was surrounded 
by books—biographies, history, etc. She was 

reading U Thant’s biography when we arrived. We 
were surprised that she had to think a bit to place 

us because we thought we had been so much 
trouble she’d never forget us. We told her that, 
and she said “We tell you all that. You weren’t 
the worst.” We found that hard to believe—we 

thought we were such rebels.

My friends and I 
always say we would 
give anything to go 

back for a day.
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2022 Class Photographs 

First Year Students

Back row L-R Grace Coy, Beth Kelly, Michael O’Connor, Lorcan Ward, Jake MacMahon, Connor Mc Garry,  
Noah Huban, Luke Marchant, Jake Larkin, Emma Considine, John Connolly Glynn, Rachel Scanlon, Emma Fahy, 
Elena Alfonso Nc Govern, Lani Kugel.

Second row L-R Lorna Tarpey, Daniella Mudyara, Samuel O’Donoghue, Ollie Gately, Joe Walsh, Eoin O’Regan,  
Clodagh Murphy, Ciara Moran, Sarah Mansfield, Gemma Ghidoli, Olivia Giersz, Kacey Kilkelly, Lile Connolly, 
Adam Kelly, Ross O’Dowd, Emily O’Dea, Lily Darabi.

Third row L-R Jack Hession, Malik MacMahon, Suin Cronin, Diana Kelleher, Shane O’Shaughnessy, Evan Canning,  
Lauren Ajang, Maisie Curtis, Niamh O’Sullivan, Ciara Holland, Fern White, Emma Costello, Oisin O’Donovan, 
Jamie Cooke, Callum Huban, Maeve Finnegan.

Fourth row L-R George Curley, Evie Daly, Grace Bergin, Maeve Green, Aaron Flately, Katie O’Toole, Leah O’Connor,  
Grace Delaney, Alex Danjou, Oisin Maguire, Jasmine Doherty, Mia Noone, Leah Helebert, Ciara Costello, 
Saoirse Ryan, Abigail Hiseman–Priestley, Hannah Kelly.

Fifth row L-R Nina-May Colivet, Edwin Bobin, Aaron O’Donnell Flanagan, Charlie McKernan, Kate Mc Sherry,  
Annabel Waserman, James Allen, Sean Mc Namee, Roisin Hession, Kitty Sabry, Haroun Mellick, Luca Magnetti, 
Seamus Dalton, Sophia Dunne.

Front row L-R Muireann O’Connor, Michael Costello, Katie Pearl, Claire Hughes Ryan, Kate Tannian, Siofra Barry, 
Aodhan O’Hanrahan, Jack Collins, Cillian Coady, Ciara Ivers, Kayla Warde O’Brien, Amber Horan, Jack Kelly Niland, 
Sean McCusker, Harry Mc Tigue, Caoimhe Naughton. 

Second Year Students

Back row L- R Padraic Naughton , Mikaeus Silva, Eanna Droney, Nathan Rodgers, Louis Garrard,  
Eamon O’ Mahoney, Dylan Morgan, Paraic Keane, David Mc Donough, Ryan Cahill, Josh O’ Halloran, Charlie Forde, 
Thomas Byrne, Jack Farrell, Oliver Greene.

Second row L- R Billy Parsons, Ferdia Colgan, Beibhinn Ganly, Grace O’ Connell, Harriet Burke, Tara Lyons,  
Leah Lordan, Miriam Roland, Eabha Doody, Ellie Ruane, Emily Conneely, Caoimhe Walsh, Saoirse Cunningham, 
Lily Freaney, Hugh Meares, Ellen Maguire, Lukas Burbach.

Third row L- R Ariel Gorman, Caoimhe Irwin, Gemma Fordham, Nina Lima McKeown, Mia Rodgers, Ciara Bergin, 
Adam Cunningham, Eoin Sheridan, Eimear Cronin, Katie O’ Hanlon, Erin Fahy, Naoise Long, Cathal Leyne, 
Kevin Cassidy, Cliona Byrne, Aine Mooney.

Fourth row L-R Isolde Hannon, Belle Quinn, Sarah Sweeney, Gabriel Faherty, Peter Horan, Matvei Iushin, Alice 
Downes, Aoibhin O’ Donoghue, Caitlin Shaughnessy, Emma Cullinane, Saoirse Kilkelly, Juliette Sheehan, Vadim 
Iushin, Hugh O’ Shaughnessy, Jakob Keane, Zara Gordon- Fleming, Laura Cunningham.

Fifth row L- R Meabh Mc Mahon, Sarah Finn, Molly Naughton, Lucia Mather, Ella Mansfield, Megan Mullarkey,  
Che Mc Givern, Eva Mahapa, Lucy Piggott, Orlaith Mannion, Hannah Shields, Emma Killoran, Grace Fordham, 
Zoe Breslin, Sophie Hayden, Emma Jane Mulcahy, Ailbhe Barry, Lauren Cullinane.

Front row L- R Naoise McGrath, Lene Burbach, Eabha Golden, Maggie Green, Isaac Warrick, Ruairi Sarma,  
Ava Kilkelly, Ruby Hayes, Lucy Franklin, Katelyn Mullarkey, Lilian Owens, Hannah Sullivan, Chloe O’ Sullivan, 
Aoibhe Mc Hugh, Chloe Linnane.
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Third Year Students

Back row L-R Rory O’Donnell, Dara O’Brien Bromley, Noah Sarma, Darragh Lyons, Dara Moran, Ruairi Delaney, 
John Connolly, Stephen O’Grady, Charlie Conneely, Jarlath Leech, Stephen Holland, Caelte Carroll, 
Cormac Finnegan, Cian O’Shaughnessy, Daniel Keane.

Second row L-R Leah Hanley, Roisin McNamee, Donnacha Ward, Niall O’Toole, Gabriel Gorman, 
Stephen Joyce, Anna O’Driscoll, Sarah Jane Walsh, Kayla Murphy, Beibhinn Walsh, Leah Shaughnessy, Alex Brown, 
Sean Fitzpatrick, Dara O’Dowd, Darragh Kelly, Rose White, Ava Mitchell.

Third row L-R Gauhar Ruane, Yasmin Kennedy, Riona O’Donoghue, Charlie Valentine, Rhys O’Connor, 
Ryan Murphy, Rory Fordham, Ciara Mitchell, Ava Monaghan, Ronan Prendergast, Xsaviour Forde, Euan Farrell, 
Ciara Mitchell, Alice Gill, Leah Elwood, Sarah Gallagher. 

Fourth row L-R Edel Fahy, Leslie O’Flaherty, Tomas Mc Intyre, Raefe Hadley, Nathan Ayo, Lauren Doody, 
Abbie Donnelly, Ava O’Donovan, Hannah Farrell, Emily Quinn, Leah Shanahan Killeen, Kate Fawle, Caitlin Forde, 
Donnacha Ganly, Luca Danjou, Shane Moriarty. 

Fifth row L-R Madison Williams, Naoise Flately, Brianna Meyler, Eabha Bailey, Maya Brown, Tara Mc Williams, 
Jennifer Moran, Meidhbhin Connolly, Holly Dunne, Aisling Quinn, Leah Pyne, India Keane, Nora O’Connell, 
Ciarra Hill, Sarah Talbot, Sarah Kidd. 

Front row L-R Liam Farren, Michela Magnetti, Grace Mc Grath, Niamh Kidd, Dean Niland, Ethan Gavard, 
Shane Flanagan, Katie Meyler, Sunny Fahey, Brannagh Levins, Sheena Heffernan, Geovanna Lira Rodrigues, 
Aideen Tarpey, Nicole Heanen, Roan Downes. 

Transition Year Students

Back row L-R Stephen Mannion, Lorcan Heavey, Kai Hayes, Niall Delaney, Oscar Connolly, Shane Leyne, 
Shane Morgan, Osgar Dunford, Paul Kelly, Matthew Meares, Adam Noone, Shane Cassidy, Alfie Dwyer, 
Cormac Ivers, Ruairi Dillon.

Second row L-R  John McDonough, Eoghan Cronin, Caolan Kealy, Eoin Slattery, Daniel Corless, Sean Malone, 
Ben Campion, Conor Murphy, David Mannion, Lorcan Corless, Daniel Niland, Darragh Byrne, Sean Kelleher, 
Adam Cahill, Joe Corless, Torin Maguire, Cormac Huban.

Third row L-R  Andrew Horan, Lara Kilkelly, Lisa Shields, Oisín Keegan, Mark Costello, Cian Fordham, 
David McWilliams, Conor Linnane, Aaron Niland, Kate Madden, Ciara Crossan, Isabella Devitt, Muireann Frawley, 
Leah Condon, Jane Eileen Scanlon.

Fourth row L-R  Grace Ryan, Melanie O’Donovan, Alanna Huban, Lisa Burke, Jack Masciarelli, Grace McKermitt, 
Muireann Doyle, Caoimhe Golden, Savannah Flood O’Rourke, Aoibhín O’Donoghue, Molly Garrard, Ella Bergin, 
Zoe Rodgers, Alannah Grefkes, Sadhbh Breathnach.

Front row L-R Aoife Hirst, Saorla Flynn, Holly Corcoran, Jessica McTigue, Bronagh O’Driscoll, Kate Allen, 
Lainey O’Flaherty, Alesha Heffernan, Aoife Sheridan, Ciara Moloney, Katieanne Walsh, Emily Derrane, 
Holly O’Driscoll, Líle De Eyto.
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Fifth Year Students

Back Row L- R Callum Mc Grath, Thomas Huban, Ciaran Bailey, Cathal Hannon, Iarlagh O’ Hanlon, Noah Gill, 
James Duffy, Hugo de Wildt, Kealan Mc Namara, Colin Bourke, Killian Corless, Jacob Lascar, Ruari Cairney, 
Eoin O’ Donnell, Daniel Finnerty.

Second row L-R Roisin Geaney, Eimear Keane, Christian Keane, Neil Martyn, Steven Faul, Ross Ruane, Oisin Cahill, 
Charlie O’ Donoghue, Kenny Geoghegan, Padraig Pearl, Nathan O’ Connor, Michael Leahy, Oisin Hill, Rory Piggott, 
Jack Kilkelly, Ronan Larkin, Rose Kennedy.

Third row L- R Ethan Sexton, Tara Forde, Kaylin Harkin, Darel Ajang Abesum, Robyn Mele, Jada Comyn, 
Sadbh Connolly, Cian Sobrino- Purschke, Niamh Killoran, Aoife Corless, Fiona Byrne, Saorlaith Quinn, Cian Mullane, 
Leah Burke, Cara Mongan, Shona Mullarkey, Aoileann Faherty.

Fourth row- Ross Valentine, Niall O’Donoghue, Sara Shields, Lorna Bermingham, Aisling Finn, Anna O’ Sullivan, 
Eadaoin Quinn, Rosin Dalton, Beatrice Devitt, Hannah James, Jolie Collins, Willow Holmem Delport, 
Vanesa Sepesiova, Aoibheann Barry, Amy Collins.

Front Row- Clodagh de Courcy MacDonnell, Caoimhe Colgan, Aoibhin O’ Brien, Aisling Molloy, Caoimhe Kerin, 
Aisling O’ Toole, Meadbh Shiel, Ailish Mc Hugh, Emily O’ Meara, Meabh Keane, Grainne Droney, 
Caoimhe Nother Bermingham, Erin Staunton, Nicole Doherty, Ciara Nic an tSaoir.

Sixth Year Students

Back row L-R Tommy Fahy, Tom Kidd, Louis Breslin, Dara Kennedy, Jack Kennedy, Nagua Morvillo, Joe Meares, 
Donnacha Austin, Joshua O’Connor, Conor O’Regan, Eoin Moylan, Dean Lane, Aodhan O’Hanrahan, 
Cathal Conneely, Aaron Hyland Geoghegan.

Second row L-R Liam Martyn, Michael Costello, Niamh Fahy, Saoirse Mc Gann, Rachel Quinn, Lochlan Cooney, 
Shaun Phillips, Fiecra Jipe Ntungwe, Jack Gill, Kieran Byrne, Georgia Larkin, Eabha Martyn, 
Grace Nother Bermingham, Oisin Ivers, Callum Condon.

Third row L-R Gemma Campion, Cara Mc Garry, Victoria Cronin, Hannah Durkan, Eamon Deignan, Liam Gaughan, 
Daniel Branagan, Klaudia Giersz, Liam Linnane, Roisin Moloney, Oisin Fahey, Caoimhe Fahy, Ronan Levins.

Fourth row L-R Aaron Branagan, Daniel Malone, Grainne Hughes, Sadhbh Hanley, Jade O’Connor, Emily Talbot, 
Katie Molloy, Ella Fahy, Eva Crosse, Nessa Grefkes, Lauren Tarpey, Rachel Daly, Kate Doyle, Fionn Power.

Front row L-R Mariam Heffernan, Clodagh Leech, Chloe Shaughnessy, Laura Flaherty, Elizabeth Allen, Eve Ayo, 
Lucy O’Dea, Eimear Bergin, Mia Farrell, Kayleigh Shannon, Caoimhe Keely, Alannah Slattery, Ella Murphy, 
Finn Dunne - Leavy.
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Staff of Seamount College

Back row L-R Iwona Giersz, Lorna Kennedy, Mary McLoughlin, Shirley Connolly, Maeve Tierney, Robert Gleese, 
Lorraine Feehily, Margaret Keville, Liam Greally, Eanna Corry, Adrian Patterson.

Second row L-R Fiona Mc Donald, Claire O’Dwyer, Seamus O Conghaile, Darren O’Meara, Aisling Mullen, Lisa Vega, 
Siobhan Varden, Claire O’Driscoll, Treasa Griffin, Sarah Quinn, Sarah Coady, Aisling Leonard.

Third row L-R Christina Kennedy, David Burns, Linda Keatinge, Laura Sheehan, Sinead O’Reilly, Joanne Martin, 
Jennifer Hyde, Serena Dillon, Ruth Cullen, Aine Hynes, Valerie Forkan, Ailbhe O’Donnell, Maura Greaney.

Front row L-R Tommy Mc Cormack, Fiona Ryan, Carmel Murphy, Claire Dufresne, Pat Kennelly, Fionan Cuddy, 
Maighréad Mhic Domhnaill, Aine Keating, Alma Kavanagh, Eileen Fitzgerald, Rosemarie Mc Namara, 
Brenda Hyland.

New Quay 29th June 1969
The photographs of the six pupils of Seamount College 
who (along with three other young people) lost their 
lives in the horrific boating accident in New Quay, 
renews something for all of us of the shock and horror 
that so gripped the whole area, and indeed the whole 
country, back in the summer of 1969.

Remembering that tragic event, our hearts today go out 
again in prayer.
                   
Lord God, you are our loving Father. Your Son, Jesus 
Christ, by dying on the Cross and rising again to life, 
pours hope into the darkest moments.

As we recall the young lives so cruelly snatched from 
their families and communities in that unspeakable 
tragedy fifty-three years ago, we entrust each one of 
them to your boundless love and mercy, and all their 
loved ones whose grief and heartbreak, then and for 
long after, is known to you alone.    
                                                                                                                                                      
               
Bring all innocent victims of the New Quay Disaster, 
and other such tragic events, home to the fullness of 
life, peace and joy in your eternal Kingdom.

This we ask through Jesus Christ our Lord. 

Geraldine Quinn of Oughtmama, New Quay parish and student of 
Seamount College. Geraldine who sadly died in the accident was 
daughter of Michael and Delia Quinn and one of a family of 4 sisters 
and 2 brothers.

Brid Keane of Ballyvelahan, New Quay parish and student of 
Seamount College. Brid who was daughter of Michael and Suzanne 
Keane and one of a family of 5 sisters and 1 brother sadly died in the 
tragedy.

Bernie, Suzanne and Philomena Connolly of Oughtmama, New Quay 
parish were daughters of Michael and Agnes Connolly and former 
students of Seamount College. Suzanne (centre), who sadly died in 
the tragedy was one of a family of 4 sisters and 2 brothers.
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Ann O Dea of Bellharbour, New Quay parish and student of Seamount 
College. Ann who sadly died in the tragedy was daughter of Peter and 
Mary O Dea and one of a family of 4 sisters and 2 brothers.

Mary O Dea of Bellharbour, New Quay parish and past student of 
Seamount College. Mary who sadly died in the tragedy was daughter 
of Peter and Mary O Dea and one of a family of 4 sisters and 2 
brothers.

Frances Connole of Crushoa, Kinvara and 
student of Seamount College. Frances 
was the only Galway native to have died in 
the tragedy. She was daughter of James 
and Anne Connole and one of a family of 4 
sisters and 2 brothers.    

Brennan Evangelist R.I.P.

Brosnan Mary (Gertrude)

Burke Jarlath R.I.P.

Cleary Frances

Cleary Hilda (Gerard)

Clune Michael R.I.P.

Conneely Caoimhin

Corless Cecilia R.I.P.

Crowe Maura (Bernard)

Doherty Pius R.I.P.

Dooley Paschal R.I.P.

Fahy de Lourdes

Fallon Dolores R.I.P.

Feerick Veronica R.I.P.

Ferriss Joan (Anthony) R.I.P.

Greally Patricia (Dominic)

Glennon Mary

Hanberry Oliver R.I.P.

Hayes Therese R.I.P.

Sisters of Mercy who ministered in 
Seamount, Kinvara

Hennelly Ita (Patrick) R.I.P.

Hickey Kevin R.I.P.

Keane Finbarr R.I.P.

Kenny Margaret Mary R.I.P.

Keohane Bernadette (Sr. Teresa O.D.C.)

Liddy Berchmans R.I.P.

Minihan Sacred Heart R.I.P.

Mitchell Brendan R.I.P.

Mongey Mercy R.I.P.

Morrissey Bernadette R.I.P.

Mullins Fidelma R.I.P.

Murray Mary R.I.P.

O’Brien Kathleen R.I.P.

O’Connell Ignatius R.I.P.

O’Donnell  Brigid R.I.P.

O’Donoghue Stanislaus R.I.P.

Quirke Joseph R.I.P.

Rafferty Valerie (Victoire)

Treacy Laurence R.I.P.



The Seamount 
Carol
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